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Forward 
 

"The Football Association of Singapore commends ESPZEN for running a well-organized amateur football league which caters 

to the physical, social and recreational needs of many people from all walks of life and diverse nationalities, living and working 

in Singapore. Football is not only the most beautiful game in the world, but it is also a great leveler of mankind. FAS is proud 

to count ESPZEN as one of its most active affiliates. Keep up the good work!"  

 

Associate Prof John Koh 

General Secretary 

Football Association of Singapore 

27th April 2005 

 

 
 

 
"The Singapore Sports Council supports the development of ESPZEN's concept of using an interactive website to promote its 

amateur football league and competitions.” 

 
Mr Oon Jin Teik,  

Chief Executive Officer,  

Singapore Sports Council 

September 2005 
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Contractual Agreement between Team Managers and ESPZEN Pte Ltd 

 
X1. As team managers, joining and participating in any league organised by ESPZEN Pte Ltd, you 
fully understand and accept that you are solely responsible and liable for the management of the 
team. 
 
X2. As team managers, you agree to enter into a contractual relationship to pay ESPZEN Pte Ltd 
full league fees due for your team’s participation in the league or tournament. Any failure to make 
payment (according to the agreed timetable) on your part may result in legal action taken against 
you. 
 
X2a) Full league fees are defined as full fees for the whole season i.e. full fees does not mean to 
only pay ESPZEN for games played to date. 
 
For the avoidance of doubt if the league fees for a given season are SGD2,100 for 14 games then the contractual 
balance due to ESPZEN is SGD2,100 regardless of whether 1 game or 13 games has been played. 

 
X3. As team managers, you understand that payment of league fees in a timely manner is the 
personal responsibility of the team manager(s) and that you are responsible for collecting fees 
from the players within the team. ESPZEN Pte Ltd has a contractual agreement with the team 
managers only and DOES NOT have any contractual or legal relationship with any player, sponsor 
or treasurer of the team. 
 
X4. As team managers, it is your duty to highlight to ESPZEN Pte Ltd any financial difficulty your 
team may face as soon as any problem arises in order that future games could be postponed or 
cancelled. In the event of a debt being built up and not paid within an agreed timeframe ESPZEN 
Pte Ltd will not hesitate to take legal action against the team managers for the amounts due as 
well as the additionally incurred costs. 
 
X5. As team managers, you understand that you are responsible to ensure that all players in your 
team are aware that the activities organised by ESPZEN Pte Ltd can be a hazardous activity. You 
are responsible to ensure all players understand that the aforesaid activity and the use of 
equipment and facilities in connection with the aforesaid activity involve a risk of injury to any and 
all parts of the body. You hereby confirm that all players in your team freely and expressly assume 
and accept any and all risks of injury, loss and damage to them and their/your property, howsoever 
caused, while participating in the aforesaid activity and using equipment and/or facilities in 
connection with the aforesaid activity.  
 
X6. As team managers, you are responsible to ensure that all players and individuals associated 
with your team agree that ESPZEN PTE LTD is not responsible for the professionalism, quality or 
service of the owners/operators of the equipment/facilities, and the equipment and/or facilities 
used or to be used by us when participating in the aforesaid activity. Your team will not hold 
ESPZEN PTE LTD or any of its agents or employees liable or responsible in any way for, and your 
team will release ESPZEN PTE LTD, its agents and employees from any and all responsibility and 
liability for, any injury, loss, death or other damage to the team, their family, heirs, assigns and/or 
property, howsoever caused, as a result of their participation in the aforesaid activity and/or use 
of equipment and/or facilities in connection with the aforesaid activity.  
 
X7. As team managers, you are responsible to ensure also that all players involved with your team 
are fully aware that no medically qualified individuals will be supervising the activities your team 
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choose, at your own free will to enter in to. ESPZEN recommends all teams send one official for 
medical training. 
 
X8. This Section as well as the form titled "Irrevocable Commitment to Participate and Undertaking 
to Pay" (which incorporates our acceptance of these Rules and Regulations) constitutes the entire 
agreement between you and ESPZEN Pte Ltd. As team manager, you are responsible to ensure 
that all current and future players are aware of and have read and understood these Rules and 
Regulations, and are aware that these Rules and Regulations incorporate disclaimers of our 
liability to you and to each of them. 
 
X9. Furthermore, as self-appointed team managers, you understand and agree that you are 
responsible for ensuring full payment of league fees in a timely manner to ESPZEN PTE LTD, and 
that failure to make payment according to the agreed timetable may result in legal action taken 
against you. You also agree to grant your official 3rd contact declared as per the ESPZEN Website 
to i) approve or initiate transactions (league, cup and friendly games, trophy and medal orders or 
ad hoc tickets) which may incur additional cost to you and ii) advise the League Organizer to 
postpone games and all other matters regarding the teams participation in the league. 
 
X10. If ESPZEN PTE LTD make demand for repayment following any default by you and you fail 
to repay the sum due in full or make (and adhere to) acceptable proposals for repayment, then 
provided there is no genuine dispute for the amount owed, we may register the default with credit 
reference agencies. The registration of the default may affect your ability to obtain further credit. 
 
X11. By participating in ESPZEN leagues, this constitutes permission for ESPZEN PTE LTD to 
send you advertising material from time to time from our partners (which you can delete but cannot 
opt out of), and use the names and addresses, team selections, photographs and audio and/or 
visual recordings of entrants in any publicity at its discretion. Participants may be requested to 
take part in promotional activity and ESPZEN PTE LTD reserve the right to use the names and 
addresses of winners, their photographs and audio and/or visual recordings of them in any 
publicity.  
 
X12. Unless otherwise indicated, ESPZEN PTE LTD shall deem the information voluntarily 
supplied non-confidential, which hereby discharges all obligations of confidentiality. ESPZEN PTE 
LTD is free to reproduce, use, disclose and distribute the information to any third party without 
limitation. 
 
X13. Team Managers must provide to ESPZEN PTE LTD a photocopy or scanned document of 
their Singapore ID card front and back (for residents of Singapore) and for non-residents a 
photocopy or scanned copy of your passport together with any current (no older than 3 months) 
form of proof of current address. If you do not provide the information we request, we have the 
right to withdraw your team from our tournaments with full withdrawal costs charged back to you. 
You must ensure that information you provide to us in relation to the service is true, complete and 
up-to-date. 
 
X14. You acknowledge that the contractual agreement between us has been executed by means 
of either a computer based system at time of your team’s official league registration and / or during 
your confirmation of continued participation in our league, and such execution shall have the same 
legal effect as if a signature had been manually written on this agreement and this agreement 
shall be deemed to have been signed by us for the purpose of any statute or rule of law that 
requires such agreements to be signed. You further acknowledge that in any legal proceedings 
relating to this agreement, you expressively waive any right to raise any defence or waiver of 
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liability based upon the execution of this agreement by us by means of an electronically produced 
signature. 
 
X15. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 
 
You represent and warrant to ESPZEN PTE LTD that: 
 
   (a)      You have full capacity, power and authority to enter into these Terms. 
   (b)     These Terms will constitute legal, valid and binding obligations enforceable against you 
   in accordance with its terms; 
   (c)      no litigation, arbitration or administrative proceedings is/are currently taking place or        
   pending or threatened against you or your assets, and 
   (d)     you are not currently bankrupt. 
 
X16. Where there is more than one team manager and/or prime contact, you agree that all 
representations, undertakings, liabilities and obligations made herein and in the form titled 
"Irrevocable Commitment to Participate and Undertaking to Pay" shall be deemed to be made by 
or applicable to each team manager and/or prime contact on a joint and several basis. 
 
X17: ESPZEN recommends there should be at least two team managers per team, though a 
contract will still be valid if it only contains one signature. 
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The purpose of the ESPZEN Leagues 

 
A1. The purpose of ESPZEN Leagues and associated competitions is to provide a well-organized 
amateur football and futsal tournaments for expatriates, residents and locals in Singapore. 
 
A2. ESPZEN does not own or maintain any football fields or indoor court venues in Singapore or 
elsewhere and therefore has awarded contracts to third party pitch providers to provide good 
quality pitches to the ESPZEN managed leagues.  
 
A3. All team manager(s)s are responsible to ensure their players and themselves are fully aware 
of the rules and regulations regarding ESPZEN competitions including ESPZEN Respect 
Campaign 
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GENERAL 
 
ESPZEN is an organization dedicated to revolutionizing amateur football and futsal in Singapore 
through its amazing interactive website www.espzen.com, developed by MATADOR Systems 
award-winning Multi-Media Design Team (www.matador.com.sg).  
 
ESPZEN offers a platform for individuals, small and large companies, and social groups, to 
network and improve their physical fitness while enjoying the world's most popular sport.  
 
ESPZEN brings together over twenty years of experience in sports event marketing and 
management in Asia. Every member of the ESPZEN organization is an avid football fan and 
player, and therefore understands the crucial elements required to implement a successful and 
professional amateur football league or cup tournament.  
 
For all football leagues and cup tournaments, ESPZEN provides:  
 

• Quality Football Pitches (in regards to both playing surface and location)  

• Competent and Punctual Referees  

• Fully Automated and Interactive Web-Sites  

• Full-Time Administrators  

• This ensures that participation in an ESPZEN football league or cup tournament rewards 
every team with an enjoyable, positive, and competitive playing experience.  

 
Business registration no. : 200405920K  
Date ESPZEN Pte Ltd was incorporated: 14 May 2004 
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League Equality Policy 

 

The aim of this policy is to ensure that all Teams and their players / officials participating in 
ESPZEN Leagues are treated fairly and with respect and that the ESPZEN League is equally 
accessible to them all. ESPZEN is responsible for setting standards and values to apply 
throughout the League at every level. Football belongs to and should be enjoyed by everyone, 
equally. Our commitment is to confront and eliminate discrimination whether by reason of gender, 
sexual orientation, marital status, race, nationality, ethnic origin, colour, religion or belief, ability or 
disability and to encourage equal opportunities. This policy is fully supported by the League 
Officers and Directors Lee Taylor and Mather Boylan. 
 
Equality at ESPZEN means that in all our activities we will not discriminate, or in any way treat 
anyone less favourably, on grounds of gender, sexual orientation, marital status, race, nationality, 
ethnic origin, colour, religion or belief, ability or disability. It means that we will ensure that we treat 
people fairly and with respect and that we will provide access and opportunities for all members 
of the community to take part in, and enjoy, our activities. And it means that we will not sanction 
any action, or lack of action, which might disadvantage a member compared to other people for 
any reason related to the list above. ESPZEN will not tolerate harassment, bullying, abuse or 
victimisation of an individual (which for the purposes of this policy and the actions and sanction 
applicable is regarded as discrimination). This includes sexual or racially based harassment or 
other discriminatory behaviour, whether physical or verbal. 
 
ESPZEN commits itself to the immediate investigation of any claims of discrimination on the above 
grounds and where such is found to be the case, a requirement that the practice stop and 
sanctions be imposed, as appropriate. 
 
League Complaints Procedure 
 
In the event that any member feels that he or she has suffered discrimination in any way or that 
the League’s Policies, Rules or Code of Conduct has been broken they should report the matter 
to any member of ESPZEN staff immediately. 
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General Rules 

 
ABC2.If a team decides to abandon the game for whatever reason, without the approval of the 
other team and / or the referee, it will generally be viewed as a “no-show” in terms of the result, 
however each incident will be evaluated based on the facts from participating teams and the 
referee concerned. Points may also be deducted depending on the circumstances. 
 
ABC3. Three points shall be awarded for a win and one point for a draw; teams losing receive no 
points. The league shall be awarded to the team with most points on the completion of the season. 
In the event of a tie, goal difference will decide the winner; in the event of a tie here, the team 
scoring the most goals wins and if still tied, the results of the two matches between the two tied 
teams decide the winners. If still tied, we are facing a miracle, and a play-off match will be 
organized (this will be at the cost of the two teams concerned and is not included in the season 
fees). 
 
ABC4. The ESPZEN League does not condone swearing at referees. Such incidents are 
considered un-gentlemanly, and the referees are instructed to dismiss players for such acts. This 
rule extends to players, officials and spectators who are not on the field of play.  
 
ABC5. Where the ESPZEN League Rules do not cover a specific situation, the ESPZEN League 
Committee or Disciplinary Committee will seek to apply existing rules consistently to the new 
situation.  
 
ABC6. Teams shall always act in a sportsmanlike manner and should respect the purpose of the 
league referred to above. Where a team’s activities go against the League’s objective, teams will 
be asked to refrain from such actions. If teams persist, the league committee has the right to expel 
the team from the league. The team will not be allowed to re-join the league or any competitions 
organised by the league until it can prove itself to have corrected its actions. 
 
ABC7. Players bleeding from wounds are required to leave the field of play until the bleeding has 
stopped. Players are not allowed to wear blood stained clothing, as this constitutes continuing 
danger to participants. 
 
ABC8. In the interest of safety all players are required to wear shin guards. Should a player enter 
the field of play without shin guards the referee, or indeed the opposition can request the player 
in question to leave the field of the play until shin guards are found. If player refuses to leave the 
pitch or the referee does not enforce such rule, please call ESPZEN Hotline immediately and we 
will speak to the team manager(s) and referee to resolve. 
 
ABC9 Verbal of Physical Assault / Abuse against any employee of ESPZEN is not acceptable 
under any circumstance and may result in your team being suspended from the league. 
 
Win or lose with dignity. Shake hands with the opposing team and the referee at the end of the 
game. 
 
ABC10 When communicating with ESPZEN via email please ensure you ALWAYS mention your 
team name. We receive sometimes over 100 emails per day and we cannot possibly remember 
all team manager(s) contacts. – In addition please ensure your players do not contact ESPZEN 
directly, we prefer all our communication to be with the team manager(s)s / club contacts only. 
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EMAIL NOTICE 
 
It has come to our attention that some team managers with YAHOO emails accounts may not 
be receiving our emails. 
 
We advise all team managers to use GMAIL, HOTMAIL or other such accounts but please avoid 
using YAHOO 
 
ESPZEN Pte Ltd does not accept any responsibility if your team continues to use YAHOO 
accounts and you may or may not receive a potentially important email regarding payment 
deadlines, photo deadlines, new season, postponements, change of fixtures, incident reports 
etc. 
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Player Registration 

 
G1) A player can not represent more than one team in an ESPZEN League (unless an official 
transfer occurs – See transfer section) The Midweek 11 a side League, Saturday 11 a side League 
and Sunday 11 a side Leagues are of course three separate leagues and a player may represent 
teams across these leagues, however a player cannot play for 2 teams in different divisions within 
one league (without the transfer taking place). Likewise the futsal and 11 a side leagues are 
completely different competitions. 
 
G2) A player can not represent more than 2 clubs within the same league in one season i.e. a 
player can only make one transfer per season. Any player found to be in breach of this rule will be 
banned for a minimum of 1 league game. 
 
Youth Leagues Only transfers between clubs are not permitted mid-season. 
 
G3) With respect to rules G1 and G2 for 11 a side leagues should ONE CLUB have 2 teams in 
one tournament then these teams will be able to register ONE common goalkeeper for both clubs. 
However this goalkeeper is not permitted to play for both teams on the same day. The option to 
register one keeper for both clubs cannot be exercised more than once during the season, i.e. if 
this keeper gets injured the option expires, the club may not register dynamically one player. This 
player also is not permitted to play outfield and can only play in goal. 
 
ONE CLUB multiple teams is defined as a club who is making financial payments from one source. This rule is in 
place to encourage clubs to grow to multiple teams and at the same time to recognise Club Team A may have two 
goal keepers, Club Team B has two goal keepers but on a given weekend, Club Team B has no goalkeeper available 
while Club Team A has two goalkeepers. 

 
G4) Teams are free to play as many players as needed over the course of a season, however, 
each player should be registered on the website BEFORE THE GAME using the managers' admin 
functionality. ESPZEN only accepts ON LINE PLAYER REGISTRATION – you must not call or 
email ESPZEN staff to inform us of a player registration before your game. Registration must be 
completed ON LINE before the scheduled game is due to commence.  
 
The only exception to this rule is should the website be down, ESPZEN must receive an email or 
SMS with the Full Names of the players you wish to register. If, however, you email/SMS us and 
our audit logs show no website downtime these players will be considered unregistered players. 
Note: losing Smart Phone, no WIFI are NOT valid reasons for ESPZEN to accept email/SMS 
player registration. 
 
G4a) The website records PLAYER REGISTRATION date and time as such no team is able to 
beat the system – if you register a player post game (post game is defined as 1 minute after the 
scheduled kick off time)  this information will be publicly available (under team > view players). All 
teams are permitted to print out their opponent’s registration list prior to a game to ensure no 
unregistered players are on the field of play. 
 
G4b). Any team found guilty of submitting false scorers on the website will be deducted one league 
point. If a team manager(s) realises he has made a website report error they have 48hrs to notify 
ESPZEN of their error in writing. 
 
G5) Male players currently registered with the S-League or M-League “with a valid contract”, are 
not allowed to play in any ESPZEN Competition. As there is no professional female league in 
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Singapore, all Singapore female players are eligible to participate in ESPZEN tournaments (Futsal 
and football). 
 
G6a) any team playing an ineligible player (i.e. a Suspended, Banned Player, or a S-League / M-
League Player) will result in that match being awarded to the opposition 3-0. If the actual result 
was a higher goal difference to the opposition, the original result will stand. Incident must be 
reported within 48hrs of the game taking place. In addition the infringing team will be deducted 1 
league point per ineligible player up to a “per game maximum” of three points. A team caught 
fielding an ineligible player POST 48hrs will be deducted league points at the discretion of 
ESPZEN.   
 
G6b) any team playing a player who is not registered will be liable for a league point deduction 
per unregistered player.  
 
To make a complaint against an unregistered player the following two scenarios can occur 
 

i) BEFORE THE GAME: Team A prints out Team B team sheet before the game. Team A checks Team B 
players before game kicks off. Any player not registered cannot take part in the game. Teams are 
recommended to always cite players before the game commences rather than post-game. 

 

ii) POST GAME: Team A believes Team B played an unregistered player during the game. Team A must 
obtain player name from Team B. Citation must be sent IN WRITING (SMS, Phone call will not be 
accepted) to ESPZEN within 48hrs of the game taking place. ESPZEN will then ask Team B for official 
response to the citation. If proven the team fielding an unregistered player will have 1 point per 
unregistered player deducted from their league total (to a maximum of 3 per game) Note photographic 
evidence will substantially improve your chance of success. The actual result of the game played however 
will stand 

 
G7) NOTE IN NO INSTANCE WILL A CLAIM AGAINST UNREGISTERED OR INELIGABLE 
PLAYER BE BACK DATED BEYOND THE GAME IN QUESTION. 
 
G8) If your opponent is short of players it is not permitted to lend your substitutes to the other team 
this will class your players as playing for two teams and hence in conflict of ESPZEN rules and 
regulations. This rule is waived however if both teams agree in advance the game is a walkover 
and a friendly game will be played. 
 
G9) There is no restriction against fielding female players. 
 
G10) Players must be registered as per their name in their identity card or passport FIRST NAME 
and SURNAME (family name) required – player nicknames are strictly forbidden. Failure to 
register a player by his correct name can lead to a league point deduction especially if there is a 
dispute over a player transfer. 
 
G11). Should a player have NO SURNAME please place in the surname "–". Should a player only 
have ONE letter as SURNAME or FIRST NAME please place "–" in the middle name 
 
This will ensure your player is not deleted from our database for insufficient name 
 
G13) Team managers, before the start of the tournament, must submit via EMAIL or send into our 
office a copy of their NRIC or passport for identification purposes, together with proof of home 
address. 
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G14) Players cannot be deleted from the website however a team manager may flag a player as 
an EX-PLAYER: 
 

• At the Manage Players page, please ensure that all the players who are NO LONGER 

representing your team are flagged as Ex-Players (Position Option). Team managers are 

reminded that players’ names cannot be deleted off the website.  

 

• After logging into the team manager page, managers can click on "Manage" 

      

 
 

• On the "Manage Players" tab, click the pencil icon to edit player details 

 

 
 

• Indicate "Ex-Player" as the player's Position 

 
 
G15) Should a team wish to re-register a former player that has now been flagged as an ex-player 
the team must re-register the player on the website as a new player (this will result in a new 
registration date and will allow ESPZEN and other teams to monitor the player’s registration date). 
Once a player is flagged as an ex-player the player status cannot change. 
 
G16) Team managers are not allowed to edit players’ names for security purposes, hence, send 
the correct names to admin@espzen.com and 11aside@espzen.com for the League 
Administrators to make the necessary changes. 
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G17) Team managers who are also players must register themselves as a Manager and as a 
player on the website otherwise their name will not appear in the list of players on the website, 
and no goals or red cards will be able to able to be allocated this person. 
 

 

 

Warning Against Moonlighting 
 

The extract below is an official citation from an established ESPZEN league team received in 2008.  

 

“I would like to bring to your attention with regards to some incidents.  

  

Firstly, we previously had a Nigerian player who joined us before. Everything was ok initially but after 

a while, he started asking for a pair of boots, then training equipment, etc. We didn't think much of it 

and provided him with the requested items. We even went to the extent of getting groceries, lunches, top-

up cards, etc. Then he started asking for allowances and even approached some of the players for money. 

The final straw came when he kept avoiding us each time we asked him to his passport for verification, 

giving the excuse that it was with his travel agent who was getting a visa done for him, then with his 

employer, then losing it at his workplace, etc. Finally, he told us that he had to go back to Nigeria as his 

visa was expiring and asked us to assist in getting him an air ticket of $1700, to which we disagreed. He 

said everything was settled after a while and that he was leaving Singapore. 

  

Later, when we were playing against another ESPZEN league team, we saw the said player playing for 

them. He had shaved his head and was using a different name, his brother's actually. We informed the 

officials of the team about it and did not take any further action as we felt that maybe it would be better 

for him if he played alongside his fellow countrymen. We then deregistered him from our team. 

  

However, a few weeks later, when we proceeded to First Toa Payoh game, we saw him there yet again, 

this time, playing for a different team in the ESPZEN league. Looking at their list of registered players, 

there's only 1 Nigerian player who doesn't have his pic attached to it, the name registered was not the 

name the player told us. While the said player is not exactly the best that we've seen, i would like to bring 

his exploits to your attention as he seems to be representing a few teams, probably to get allowances 

from them,. We have already deregistered him from the team and will not be permitting him back again. 

Other teams should be cautious of players moonlighting for allowances.” 

 

All current and future ESPZEN league team should be cautious of players moonlighting. 

 

 

G18) The referee has the right to request a player not to play should the player have any part of 
their body in cast, or should the referee suspect the player has been drinking alcohol prior to the 
game 
 
G19) All teams reminded to carefully check their team sheet at the start of each season, teams 
have reported to us in the past that they sometimes find ex-registered players at the start of the 
new season suddenly become registered players and hence expose their team to potential double 
player registration especially if the ex-player is playing for a new club. ESPZEN will always follow 
the website at point of any citation. Team managers are responsible to ensure their team profile 
always reflects reality. 
 

Corporate Leagues Player Registration 

 

CL1) for all Corporate Tournaments ESPZEN will not be checking whether a player is actually an 
employee of the company or not. 
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CL2) In general, we expect the Corporate Teams entering Corporate Leagues to be either  
 

a) Full Time employee 
b) Part Time employee 
c) Temp contract 
d) Affiliate Company 
e) Partner Company 
f) Engaged in outsourced activities for the company 
g) Strong connections with the company 
h) Is a family member of the employee 
i) Previously belonging to groups a to h regardless of current status 

 
CL3) In order to remain within the spirit of the league. 
 
CL4) given most corporate teams entering the corporate cup will have their invoice settled by their 
central finance team, we assume that every player participating has the blessing of the corporate 
sports club concerned. 
 
CL5) Two or more companies may join together to enter a team into the Corporate Leagues 
 
The above rules are in place as we understand that certain Corporates, given the size of the 
company, or due to the fact many potential players travel, need to have the flexibility to recruit 
external players to ensure they can field a team for a particular game. 
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Youth Leagues Player Registration 

 
YLR1 ESPZEN controls player registration by reviewing the NRIC of all players before the players 
photo is approved for the website. 
 
YLR2 Team managers must submit the NRIC of each player AND the player's photo before a 
player is permitted to enter the field of play. 
 
YLR3 a player without a player photo who enters the pitch will be considered an unregistered 
player and ESPZEN will follow rules G6b 
 
YLR4 Team managers are permitted to print out their opponent’s team sheet from the website 
before each game should they wish to validate their opponents players. 
 

YLR5 Teams are free to register as many players as they wish during the season. 

 
YLR6 Age eligibility will follow the formula below 
 

A Player is eligible to play in a Under X age group if he was born between <year of the 
start of the tournament> - X and <year of the start of the tournament> 

 
Worked Example 

 
If a U16 tournament commencing in 2010: - X = 16, Year of Start of tournament = 2010 

 
A Player is eligible to play in an Under 16 age group if he was born between <2010> - 16 = 1994 
and 2010 
 

Veterans Leagues Player Registration & Penalties 

 
VLR1. ESPZEN Veterans League is created for players who are 35 years old and above. 
 
VLR2. Veteran teams may register unlimited players for their squad and unlimited players over 
and under 35 (but must be above 30). 
 
VLR3. On match day a team may only KIT UP 3 outfield players (excludes Goalkeeper) who are 
at least 30 years old and below 35. 
 
All these 3 players may be on the pitch at the same time. All other players must be 35 years old 
and above. 
 

VLR3.1. for the Veterans Futsal Leagues, on match day, teams may only KIT UP 1 outfield 
player (excludes Goalkeeper) who is at least 30 years old and below 35. 

 
VLR4. As goalkeepers can be hard to find, there is no age restriction for GOALKEEPERS. 
 
VLR5. All managers, when registering their players, MUST detail their players correct and 
accurate date of birth during player registration, date of birth must be as per NRIC or passport. 
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Post-Match should a team feel their opponent has played an UNDER-AGED player, the team may 
raise a citation to ESPZEN within 48 hours of the game taking place. 
 
ESPZEN will ask for a copy of the player/s in question's NRIC or Passport. If the NRIC or passport 
is not produced within 48 hours (special circumstances can be exempted), ESPZEN will deem the 
player to be UNDER-AGED. 
 
Given an UNDER-AGED player can have a highly influential role on the pitch in Veterans football, 
and goes against the spirit of the league, any team found guilty of fielding UNDER-AGED players 
will see the game cited being awarded as a Walkover to the opposition with a 3-0 score line. 
 

Player Transfers between Clubs 

 

PT1) ESPZEN Website has been designed to ensure all transfers are transparent on the website. 
To execute a transfer of a player from an existing ESPZEN League Team to another ESPZEN 
League team the following process must be followed. 
 
Assuming Team managers of Club B wishes to recruit player from Club A 
 

1) Club B Team manager must enquire with the player concerned whether or not he is 
registered with another ESPZEN league club. 

2) If YES, the team manager must then check to ensure that the player has been flagged as 
an EX-PLAYER from his previous club 

3) If the player is still showing as an ACTIVE player the Club B team manager should ask the 
player to contact his former club manager to request that the former team manager flags 
him as an EX-PLAYER 

4) If the player has not been de-registered and Club B manager needs to register the new 
player in his squad then the Club B team manager can contact ESPZEN ADMIN to officially 
de-register the player.  

5) Once ESPZEN ADMIN has flagged the player as an ex player of Club A, Club B team 
manager can then register the player and can play the player in question. 

6) It is the responsibility of Club B team manager to ensure the process above is carried out. 
If the player has NOT been flagged EX-PLAYER by Club A he cannot be registered or play 
for Club B. 

 
PROCESS CONTROL 
 
The website records the date a player is flagged as an EX-PLAYER and ESPZEN website records 
the date a player is registered at every club 
 
PT2) Should a player be registered for the new team (regardless of whether he has played – as 
ESPZEN does not track players who have played we only track registration date) whilst officially 
registered for another team (i.e. the previous manager has not flagged the player as an EX-
PLAYER) this is considered as an UNREGISTERED player.  
 
A team manager stating that he was not aware that a player was registered for a previous club or 
stating that the player has requested the team manager of the previous club to flag his as EX 
PLAYER (but the team manager did not execute) is not considered as an excuse. Likewise, if a 
team manager informs us the new player has yet to play a game – ESPZEN only tracks registration 
date and not whether the player has played or not. 
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PT3) Once a player has transferred between clubs he cannot represent his former club again for 
the whole season. 
 
An exception would be if the registration error took place in between games and the player has 
been de-registered from the new club before any league or cup game has taken place.  
 
If the player wishes to play for his former club and not the new club, then ESPZEN will review on 
a case by case basis considering the length of time the player was registered with the new club 
and the number of games he could have played. 
 
PT4a) No transfer can take place in the remaining three league games of the season nor for any 
finals or playoff games.  Remaining three league games represent the team receiving the player.  
 
IE a player may leave a club with 1 league game left to join a club with 4 league games left. However a player cannot 
transfer to a club with 3 league games or less left for the season. 

 
PT4b) A player is NOT deemed a “transfer” if he had de-registered from his previous club for more 
than 4 weeks before re-registering with a new club 
 
PT4c) A player is NOT deemed a “transfer” if he had joined an existing team from a team that has 
left the ESPZEN League  
 
(“Left ESPZEN league” means either the team was pulled out of the league mid-season, or did not participate in the 
current season, if a team completes all their league games and then pulls out from the league these players are NOT 
able to play for other teams in the current season). 
 
PT5) Citations against player transfers must be made whilst the infringing club still has the player 
registered for them or the infringing player was de-registered more than 20 days ago. 
 
Citations will not be entertained after the last game of the season (for the infringing team), unless 
a citation concerns a player who played in the last game of the season and no more than 48 hrs 
have passed since the last game took place. 
 
Scenario Analysis 1 
 
Team A registers player JOHN RICHMOND 
Team B later registers player JONNY RICHMAND 
 
Player actual name as per passport is Jonny Richmand 
 
In this case TEAM A made an error on BOTH first name and last name, thus making it difficult for 
Team B to execute a complete check. Of course the player himself should alert his new manager 
he played for Team B and indeed the new manager should have asked the player and not rely 
simply on the on line check. 
 
In this case, both Team A and Team B will be deducted a league point. 
 
Scenario Analysis 2 
 
Team A registers player JOHN RICHMOND 
Team B later registers player JOHN RICHMAND 
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Player actual name as per passport is John Richmand 
 
In this case TEAM A made an error on just the last name. All teams are reminded to search for 
both First name and a separate search for last name. Of course the player himself should alert his 
new manager he played for Team B and indeed the new manager should have asked the player 
and not rely simply on the on line check. 
 
In this case, only Team B will be deducted a league point. 
 

Team Colours and Team Jerseys 

 
TJ1) each team must declare HOME colours and AWAY colours before the start of the season. 
This will allow ESPZEN to ensure no colour jersey clash between teams.  
 
TJ2) Teams are reminded to check the web-site fixture list before their fixture to check what 
colours they are required to wear.  
 
TJ3) Should a team wish to change their team colour for a given game they should send an email 
to inform ESPZEN of this change and not just turn up with the new colour jersey. 
 
TJ4) every team should have at least 1 set of matching and numbered football jerseys on match 
day – matching t-shirts (without numbers) are not allowed. If a team fails to purchase at least 1 
set of jerseys after their first three games they will be subject to rules TJ5 and TJ9. 
 
TJ5) All jerseys must be fully numbered (goalkeeper jersey can be the only exception). A player 
who does not wear a numbered jersey will not be allowed to participate in the game.  
 
TJ6) Sharing of one jersey by two different players is strictly prohibited (except for goalkeeper 
jersey) as this causes confusion to the referee who is tracking yellow cards by numbers on the 
shirt. The only exception to this rule would be if a team is able to use tape to turn a number 19 
into 119 for example or number 8 into 81. 
 

NOTE for TJ5 and TJ6  
 
The correct course of action (to enforce rule TJ5 and TJ6 at pitch side) is for the team manager to inform the referee 
of the infringement and if the referee does not act, then to inform ESPZEN hotline before the game takes place or 
at the time of infringement (i.e. a player with no number on his jersey tries to enter the field or if the team sees two 
players wearing the same jersey with no number  differentiation) – ESPZEN will inform the referee not to allow the 
player to participate in the game. 

 
 
TJ7) New teams will have a grace until week 3 of the league season to ensure they have a full set 
of jerseys on match day, though all jerseys worn must have a number. For Cup games no grace 
period is given. 
 
TJ8) Matching shorts and socks are strongly recommended but not compulsory. 
 
TJ9) Should a team not wear a full set of jerseys on match day after week 3 then the team will 
lose one league point. The team managers of the opposition must inform ESPZEN in writing within 
48 hours after the game with a photograph of the team not wearing full uniform. Citations without 
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photographs will not be entertained, any team informing us after 48hrs will result in a warning 
being issued to the opponent only. 
 
TJ10) For guidance if a team has 12 red jerseys but 13 players and the 13th players wear a 
Manchester united top for example, this is considered NON UNIFORM and will be subject to rules 
TJ9. 
 
Our advice therefore is all teams must ensure they have 11 matching jerseys, if more than 11 players the team 
should use TAPE to amend numbers i.e. 8 becomes 81, 11 becomes 111, 9 becomes 19 etc. 

 
 
TJ11) most teams centralise their uniform washing with one player, if a team arrives at the pitch 
and has enough players to commence the game but their team uniform has not arrived, the game 
should still kick off within the stipulated time before a NO SHOW is declared.  Once the uniform 
arrives the team should immediately wear the uniform. If the game does kick off without one team 
wearing full uniform they will be subject to rules TJ9. 
 
TJ12) Should a team arrive at the pitch in a colour that is different to that which was indicated on 
the website and the colour they wish to wear is directly conflicting with the opposition (as decided 
by the referee so that the game cannot commence) then the game will be awarded 3-0 to the 
opponents. In this instance ESPZEN rules that a friendly game takes place. The team without the 
correct jerseys would be required to wear a non-conflicting set of clothing (including but not limited 
T-shirts or multi colours). There will be no league point deduction or further financial penalties i.e. 
cost of the game will be as if a league match took place. To claim the walkover, the team in the 
correct colour should a) inform the opposition and the referee they are claiming a walkover and 
the game to be classified as a friendly game or b) call ESPZEN Hotline before the game kicks off. 
There is no right to claim a walkover post game if both teams have kicked off a league game, 
however, post-game if informed within 48hours ESPZEN will execute TJ9. 
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Fixtures and Scheduling 

 
F1) ESPZEN offers different leagues to accommodate the fact that different teams have differing 
playing times and day preferences. By joining the ESPZEN League, you agree that your team will 
be requested to play at any one of the suggested league times applicable to your league as 
highlighted in the League Overview. 
 
F2) each league will officially commence once the minimum required number of teams for each 
league has been met. In principle the league will operate throughout the year. 
 
F3) Matches may be played on public holiday weekends according to the fixture schedule. Should 
the pitch provider report pitch unavailability on a scheduled fixture slot then an alternative date or 
field will be suggested if possible. Pitch unavailability is beyond the control of ESPZEN and is 
inevitable at some stage during the season. 
 
F4) Fixtures will not be sent out by email, managers will not be called by telephone or SMS. All 
teams must review the Website to view all fixtures and should check for updates at least weekly. 
A final check on “match day – 1” day is always STRONGLY recommended. 
 
Do not print out the fixtures OR post on your individual team websites as this encourages you and your players NOT 
to check the website. Failure to check the website weekly and relying on a pre-season print out or your own team 
website which you may not have updated may result in your team being at the wrong pitch at the wrong time. 

 
F5) ESPZEN reserves the right to amend a fixture timing or location should the need arise, all 
amendments within 1 week of the planned fixture will be notified by email – if the change takes 
place for a forwarded dated fixture – the team manager(s) may not be notified as the website has 
been updated. 
 
F6) Team managers are reminded they MUST review the website fixtures at least weekly. 
 
We encourage all players, all managers, the referee and our pitch provider to check the website 
during the week of the match for final fixture confirmation. 
 
F7)  As a team manager, if you are out of the country and so is your number 2 contact and therefore 
you cannot access your emails - ESPZEN advises that you delegate the responsibility to a third 
member of your team to check the website carefully to ensure your fixture has not been amended. 
ESPZEN sends out, as policy emails to your team contacts to notify you of postponements – we 
will not call you (unless very last minute change). If you cannot check your email you must make 
alternative arrangements. 
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Promotion and Relegation  

(Applicable to 11 a side leagues with more than one division) 
 
PR1) the teams finishing in the bottom two places of the higher ESPZEN Division will automatically 
be relegated to the lower division. 
 
PR2) the teams finishing in the top two places of the lower division will automatically be promoted 
to the higher division. 
 
PR3) the teams finishing third from top in the lower division will have a play-off match of 80 mins 
(5 mins extra time each way (golden goal) and 3 penalties decider, then sudden death penalties) 
against the team finishing third from the bottom of the higher division to decide on the final 
promotion relegation place.  
 
PR4) the cost of the play-off match will be borne equally by the two competing teams. 
 
PR5) if a team drops out in the higher division at the end of the season BEFORE THE PLAY-OFFs 
(HAVE BEEN ARANGED), the following may occur subject to the number of teams that have 
actually dropped out: 

 
1) The team finishing THIRD in the league below will automatically be promoted 
2) The team finishing 4th in the league below will have the chance to play off against the 

team finishing THIRD from bottom in the higher division 
 
If a number of teams have dropped out, and in order to keep the league structure in tact (i.e. we 
don’t want to promote teams who would otherwise be relegated) ESPZEN may introduce new 
teams, subject to due diligence into higher leagues. 
 
PR6) If a team drops out at the end of the season AFTER THE PLAYOFFs (have BEEN 
ARRANGED) i.e. a very late drop out then ESPZEN will try to solve the problem by recruiting a 
new team to immediately take that playoff spot (in order NOT to disrupt other leagues). Other 
options include additional playoff games for the vacant spot. 
 
PR7) If a very late notice drop out occurs – ESPZEN will take the necessary action to ensure the 
continuity of its leagues which could include moving a relatively new lower league team (who have 
shown they are clearly stronger than their league status) into a higher division to fill the hole. 
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League Tables 

 
LT1) the league tables are fully automated from the submission of match reports 
 
LT2) the league tables will be sorted according to the following rules: 
 

• Teams receive three points for a win and one point for a draw.  

• The bottom two teams in each league will be automatically relegated to the lower division 
(if one exists).  

• The third from bottom team will have a one match play off against the team that finishes 
third from top of the lower league.  

• If two or more teams finish level on points the team with the better goal difference will 
finish higher.  

• If two or more teams have the same points and the same goal difference, the team which 
has scored the higher number of goals will finish higher.  

• If two or more teams finish level on points, goal difference and goals scored, and the 
championship, a relegation place, promotion place, or play off place is at stake, they will 
then play another game to decide who finishes higher. 

 
LT3) Adjustments will be made to the league table should a team fall short of our rules, these 
adjustments are clarified below the league table on the website.  
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Age Limit 

 
AL1) the ESPZEN leagues are open to all players above 16 years of age, unless the league is a 
youth league. For Youth Leagues please refer to the section on players registration for age 
requirements. 
 
AL2) it is not encouraged to play players that are younger than 18 years olds however should a 
league manager insist to field a player younger than 18 years of age, the team manager(s) must 
ensure he has obtained WRITTEN parents' consent. This consent must be produced with 48hrs 
notice if requested by ESPZEN. 
 
AL3) it is the team manager's responsibility to ensure that the parents of the child concerned are 
fully aware of the Exclusion of Liability  rules and regulations on page 99 and to remind the parents 
of the dangers involved for their child participating in the league and associated cup competitions. 
 

Example Parent Consent Form 

 
Parental/Guardian Consent and Indemnity 

  
I, ___________________________ of NRIC No / Passport No.______________________,  

the Parent / Guardian of _____________________--holder of Passport No / NRIC No.   

__________________ do hereby consent to my child / ward participating in ESPZEN Football/Futsal League 

Activities 

 

I have read the Exclusion of Liability by ESPZEN  and I agree that the Exclusion of Liability by ESPZEN  shall 

apply. I also agree to unconditionally and completely indemnify ESPZEN for any claims,  suits or actions that may 

be brought against ESPZEN arising from my child's  participation in the league activities. 

  
 

 

___________________________              _____________________________ 

     Name of Parent/Guardian                Signature and Date 
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Payment of League Fees (excluding cup and play off matches) 

 
P1. The League fees are inclusive of referees’ fees, pitch hire and league administration. No 
insurance of any kind is granted with the underlying match fees. 
 
P2. All enquiries regarding league fee payment should be sent to finance@espzen.com and 
admin@espzen.com 
 
P3. All invoices will be sent out electronically via email. 
 
P4. Payment schedule does not take into consideration any friendly games, prize money credits, 
play off and cup games which will all be invoiced separately. 
 
P5. Payment schedule does not take into account the number of games your team may have 
played, for example you have played six games before the next invoice is due, or you may have 
played only one game (subject to blackout dates and rain off games). Nevertheless invoices must 
still be paid on time. 
 
P6. If you have made a payment to ESPZEN and did not receive a receipt within 7 days please 
email finance@espzen.com immediately. 
 
P7. If you pay cash to any ESPZEN Staff, please insist on receiving a payment receipt. If out of 
the office and you have paid cash to ESPZEN staff then please send an email on the same to 
finance@espzen.com highlighting how much cash you have paid and to who. 
 
P8. FOUR payment options have been detailed below for your convenience. 
 
Note: Preferred Method of Payment: INTERNET BANK FUND TRANSFER  
   
a) INTERNET BANK FUND TRANSFER 
 
DBS Corporate Bank Account Number: 118-900465-4 
Registered Company Name: ESPZEN Pte Ltd 
DBS Bank Code: 7171 
China Square Branch Code: 118 
 
Please ensure you mark in the reference field your team name.  
 
ESPZEN PREFERS INTERNET BANK TRANSFER – PLS SET UP THIS FACILITY 
 
b) CHEQUE 
 
Cheques should be made payable to ESPZEN Pte Ltd 
On the reverse of the cheque please indicate your team name and the invoice number. 
 
Please send the cheque to: 
Accounts Department 
ESPZEN Pte Ltd 
#03-00 Boon Sing Building, 41 Middle Road, Singapore 188950 
Please remember to email finance@espzen.com (cc: admin@espzen.com) to confirm cheque has 
been mailed to us and take note to include Team / Company Name on email. 
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Alternatively, teams can also do a QUICK CHEQUE DEPOSIT to us. Please follow the instructions 
below: 
 
1) Once the cheque is prepared, please write the necessary details on the back of the cheque  
 
Name: ESPZEN Pte Ltd  
Bank Name: DBS (Current Account)  
 
Account Number: 118-900465-4  
 
 
2) Once the cheque has been dropped into the Quick Cheque Deposit Box at any DBS Bank 
outlets, please email to finance@espzen.com(cc: admin@espzen.com) the following 
information: 
 
Team / Company Name: ___________________________  
Date of Cheque Bank In: ___________________________  
Mode of Payment: Quick Cheque Deposit  
Amount Banked In: ___________________________  
Cheque Number: ___________________________  
 
Please take note that the bank and cheque number will only be for record purposes and will not 
be helpful to identify payment as this is not shown on the bank statement. 
 
 c) CASH 
 
Please bring your cash to the ESPZEN office at:  
 
ESPZEN Pte Ltd 
Accounts Department 
ESPZEN Pte Ltd 
#03-00 Boon Sing Building,  
41 Middle Road, Singapore 188950 
 
Office hours are from 8.30AM to 6.00PM (Mondays to Fridays).  
Please call 6325 9386/ 6443 6944 in advance before coming to the office. 
 
 

If making payment by cash to ESPZEN office, all team manager(s)s are reminded to INSIST on 
receiving a receipt. If a team leaves the office without collecting a receipt, ESPZEN undertakes 

no responsibility for missing funds. 
 

Team managers are also requested to SIGN the receipt as proof of amount of cash handed over 
to ESPZEN duty staff 

 
 
d) ATM FUND TRANSFER 
 
Note our Account Number:  118-900465-4  
Account Type :    DBS Current 
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In the case of your payment is made through ATM machine, please kindly ensure you also email 
us at finance@espzen.com (cc: admin@espzen.com) these details: 
 
Team / Company Name: ____________________________  
Date of Transaction: ____________________________  
Mode of Payment: ATM Transfer  
Amount Transferred: ____________________________  
 
 
ATM transfers do not show team name and transaction reference number and payor’s account 
number cannot be used to verify any incoming funds. 
 
Hence, your email stating exact date of transfer and amount is crucial to help us reconcile 
 
 

If making payment by ATM, all team managers are reminded to keep a copy of the ATM transfer 
receipt and only to discard this receipt once the team manager has seen the funds have been 
credited to the team’s account. Failure to keep the ATM transfer receipt may result in 
complications should more than one team claim a particular fund transfer was made by their 
team. 

 
 
e) STANDARD CHARTERED BANK INTERNET BANKING 
 
ESPZEN Pte Ltd is listed as a “bill payment payee”.  
For full details how to pay us via Stan Chart internet banking please click on the following link 
 
http://www.espzen.com/pdf/ESPZEN_PEZZAZ_Step-by-Step_Guide_v01.pdf 
 
f) INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER 
 
DBS SWIFT CODE is   DBSS SGSG 
 
The address of our branch is 
 
Branch-China Square  
8 CROSS STREET, 
#01-01/01K, PWC BUILDING 
Singapore 048424, Singapore   
 
P12. Payment should never ever be made to the workers at any of the pitches. ESPZEN is not 
liable for any money passed to these workers who are not employed by ESPZEN Pte Ltd:- 
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CASE STUDY AUGUST 2006 
 
Payment of league fees on time is an important element to the foundation and structure of ESPZEN leagues, when 
teams fail to make payment according to the pre-scribed deadline, teams will be initially suspended from the league 
pending investigation, and if payment does not follow ESPZEN will take further legal action. Historically ESPZEN had 
engaged a law firm to contact the bad debtors, however this process was costly and not so effective.  
 
ESPZEN is now utilizing a far more effective channel, via the Singapore Small Claims court. 
 

The debtors will receive an official letter from the courts, and will be required to attend a court 
hearing, following which failure to make good the payment (plus costs), will probably result in 
the Bailiffs being sent to the Debtors registered property with a WRIT OF SEIZURE AND SALE. 
 
ESPZEN strongly encourages all teams to make timely payment to ESPZEN to avoid ultimately 
higher costs being paid by the team. Without fail all bad debtors will be reported to the Small 
Claims Courts. 
 

PAYMENTS RECONCILIATION 
 
Managing football league games is not an easy task and managing payments from teams is even harder. Many teams 
pay ESPZEN via ATM funds Transfer, or cheque, however, hopefully you will see from below why ESPZEN prefers 
INTERNET BANKING: 
 
PAYMENT VIA INTERNET BANKING 
 
If you pay via internet banking your team name will appear on our statement allowing us to reconcile your funds 
transfer immediately. 

 

 
 
PAYMENT VIA ATM FUNDS TRANSFER 
 
Unless we receive an email from you we have no way of knowing which team had paid the following amounts into 
our account, 
 

 
 
PAYMENT VIA CHEQUE DEPOSIT 

 
If you pay a cheque directly into our account; unless we receive an email from you we have no way of knowing 
which team had paid the following amounts into our account, 

 

 
 

PLEASE PAY ESPZEN BY INTERNET BANKING 
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PAYMENT VIA INTERNET BANKING AND DBS 

 
If you bank with DBS please refer to their user guide on Internet Banking set up below – it is very 
easy to set up and there is no cost. 
 
http://www.dbs.com/sg/personal/ebanking/internet/additionalinfo/faq/fundstransfer/3rdparty/ 
 
 

TO ENSURE YOUR TEAM NAME APPEARS ON OUR STATEMENT FOR DBS I BANKING 
PLEASE SEE BELOW 
----------------------- 
 
From DBS Menu select 
 
Funds transfer to Other DBS POSB AC 

 
 

Under MY INITIALS please ensure you insert TEAM NAME 
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Email Phishing 

 

PHISH1 Please note ESPZEN will never send out invoices via ZIP files, hence team managers 
can ignore emails such as the below which may appear to come from ESPZEN Finance 
Department should be ignored and deleted. 
 

 

Players Looking for a Team 

 
PLT1) ESPZEN provides an added value service to its managers by making available a pool of 
players who have requested to join an ESPZEN team. Should a team manager request to contact 
such a player he should firstly send an email request to admin@espzen.com requesting for contact 
details to be released. 
 
PLT2) should this player join an ESPZEN club the team manager must update his team and 
players registration page. 
 
PLT3) the team manager recruiting one of these players is also responsible for informing ESPZEN 
in order that the player concerned can be removed from the ESPZEN list of players looking for a 
team. If ESPZEN is not informed ESPZEN will continue to offer this player’s services to other 
teams. 
 
PLT4) if you feel a registered player looking for a team is a hoax please also advise to ESPZEN 
 
PLT5) to avoid too much admin work for ESPZEN a team manager can only request for 3 players 
to be released per week. 
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ESPZEN COMMENT 
 
You are actively encouraged to utilize our players looking for a team function in order to strengthen and 
deepen your squad. 
 
Please note ESPZEN does NOT screen these players for sincerity, credit worthiness, reliability or 
indeed whether their experience is accurate. This process needs to be executed by yourselves. 
 
Our guidelines are 
 

a) Call the player – ask him about his experience and explain to him your club rules (cost per 
game, etc.) 

b) Invite him for a trial (if an ESPZEN league match be sure to register the player first) 
c) If he fits in with your team – sign him and inform ESPZEN the player has been recruited 
d) If he doesn’t turn up at all (inform ESPZEN and we will remove him from the website) 

 
Note we advise all teams to take precaution if recruiting a players whose HP number is not registered 
in Singapore – often foreigners mistake ESPZEN league for a professional league (flattering but alas 
players in our league  pay to play football and are not paid to play) as such they register themselves in 
the hope of coming to Singapore. To come to Singapore they may ask you to give them a letter from 
your team to allow them to secure entry into Singapore. If the player then overstays their welcome your 
team may be in trouble with the authorities. 
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Team Photo / Player Photographs / Team Badge / Sponsor Logo 

 
PP1 All Team managers must commit to providing team photos and electronic player photographs 
of their players by a date defined by ESPZEN League Administrators (minimum of 3 weeks’ notice 
will be given). This is used to facilitate Red Card Booking, Man of the match and Top Goal Scorer 
table. 
 
Team managers can upload player photos, team photos, sponsor logos and team badges via 
ESPZEN Photo upload function for more information please visit 
 
http://espzen.com/pdf/TeamManager.pdf 
 
PP2. All Team managers are requested to upload their team badge together with their sponsor 
logo (should the team have a sponsor) 
 
PP3. Teams are also encouraged to submit their action shots photographs which will also be 
showcased on the ESPZEN website. 
 
PP4. All action shots media to be emailed to webadmin@espzen.com  
 
PP5. Fixed date checks will take place by ESPZEN staff throughout the season to ensure all 
players are registered and to ensure all players have their photographs on the site. ESPZEN will 
notify all teams of the dates in advance, our typical benchmark is 75%. 
 
PP6. ESPZEN reserves the right to impose league point deductions on teams who fail to submit 
their team of player photos within a reasonable amount of time. However ESPZEN will ONLY 
deduct a point when we officially announce to all teams we are performing a photo check on dd-
mm-yy therefore there is NO issue for your team photo percentage to drop below the stipulated % 
as long as you have the required % at our next announced check date. Of course all teams are 
strongly recommended to keep their photo % close to 100% as possible. 
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Question: Why is ESPZEN strict on player photos? 
 
This rule is implemented to protect the integrity of our league and the teams that compete inside 
our league structure. Having player photos readily available facilitates league controls surrounding 
ensuring 
  

• one player doesn’t represent many clubs 

• banned players don’t participate in our league (i.e. those players who have banned for 
aggressive behaviour) 

• red carded player misses the next game 

• players who receive a red card are accurately recorded in our site 

• goal-scorers are reflected accurately 
  
Without player registration we cannot control the above. 
 
Guidelines on player photos 
 
After submitting your player photos, these will NOT appear automatically on the website until 
ESPZEN admin approves the photo. Please see guidelines below regarding the photos that are 
uploaded:- 
 

• Players should be looking at the camera 

• Head shots only we don’t need to see full body 

• Players should not have cigarettes, cigars or alcohol in the photo 

• Obscene gestures will be immediately rejected 

• Images must be of good quality and not blur 

• Black and white photos will not be accepted 
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Pitches / Indoor Courts 

 
PI1. All games where practical will be played on pitches / indoor courts determined by ESPZEN 
subject to these fields / courts being of a good standard. 
 
PI2. ESPZEN will continuously source new pitches / courts to further improve the league through 
its dedicated pitch / court providers. 
 
PI3. The team managers of both teams should perform a spot check of the pitch before the games 
commences to remove any objects (stones etc.) from the field of play. The team managers should 
also check to ensure the nets of the pitches are tied correctly. Any issues should be reported to 
the referee and the pitch worker at the field who will resolve the issue immediately. All problems 
not rectified should be reported to admin@espzen.com 
 
PI4. Any damage to the goalposts or surrounding areas (windows, cars, etc.) are the full 
responsibility of the team to the pitch provider. ESPZEN will not act as an intermediary. ESPZEN 
will, however, give up the team managers' contact details to facilitate any enquiry by the pitch / 
court provider. 
 
PI5. Different pitches sometimes have different organisers – you should always play your game 
on the designated pitch – if your pitch is unplayable you must NOT assume a nearby pitch can be 
played upon and just play. If that happens your team will be liable for all costs incurred by ESPZEN 
to compensate the pitch provider for unauthorised use of his field.  
 
PI6. All teams must respect the environment in which they play, for example if the pitch is located 
within an educational institution of course no smoking can take place. 
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The ESPZEN League Website 
 

W1. The ESPZEN League Website plays a central role in the provision of information from the 
ESPZEN League Committee to the Team managers, players and other interested parties. 
 
W2. Emails will be used, however, only in rare and exceptional cases, will fax, telephone or other 
ways of communication be used to keep teams informed of where and when they play. It is up to 
the Team managers to inform their players of all relevant information.  
 
W3. The Website, and the ESPZEN League itself, depends on the prompt supply of information 
by Team managers. Please keep the integrity of the league in tact by being prompt with your 
match report ideally within 24 hours of the game taking place. 
 
W4. The Website is the definitive source of information for all teams playing in ESPZEN managed 
leagues and competitions. 
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Prizes and Awards to be won 

 
P&A1. There will be Trophies awarded for each of the ESPZEN League winners and runner up 
for each league. For the 11 a side leagues (Midweek, Sat and Sun) there will also be FREE 
FOOTBALL MATCHES for the winner and runner up which will be determined based upon number 
of teams entering the league. The expected prizes are detailed within the specific rules for the11 
a side or Futsal tournaments. 
 
P&A2. All prizes will be broadcast to all teams before the start of the season before the first fixture. 
 
P&A3. Teams will be awarded the League trophies at the end of the season together with 
individual medals, medals will either be presented at the venue for some games, or otherwise, 
teams will be required to self-collect from ESPZEN's registered office. 
 
P&A4. If applicable the Free Football Matches for the top two teams to be utilised at the end of 
the season for trial matches or can used to offset the following season’s league fees. 
 
P&A4. For certain leagues trophies will also be awarded also for top goal scorer and a fair play 
award. Please note that in the event of a tie for top goal scorer the player who scored the FIRST 
goal of the season will be awarded the trophy (first goal judged by the date of the first game of 
both teams and if same date, the time of the first goal in the first match) 
 
P&A5. No cash value will be given in lieu of free matches or trophies i.e. if a team pulls out of the 
league at the end of the season but has won the league or was runner they will be entitled to free 
games (friendlies) but no cash value. 
 
P&A6. Should a team require more than the allocated number of medals these can be obtained 
at cost to the team. Please contact ESPZEN for details. 
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Suspensions and Yellow and Red Cards 

 
SYC1.  A player receiving a red card (either two yellows or one red) will be suspended for the next 
game. While in the match reports team managers must indicate who received the RED card, 
ESPZEN have no control to stop teams playing a banned player. Consequently we are relying on 
the integrity of all team managers to self-impose this rule. 
 
“Next game”: if a team’s “next game” kicks off but is rained off before half time and result does not stand or 
the game is rained off before kick-off – this does not classify as next game. “Next game” is defined as a match 
where a result is updated in the website. A walkover match is classified therefore as a “next game”. 

 
SYC2. Any Team caught playing a suspended player will result in that match being awarded to 
the opposition 3-0. If the actual result was a higher goal difference to the opposition, the original 
result will stand. In addition, the infringing team will be deducted a further penalty of up to three 
points if the disciplinary committee so decides. 
 
SYC3. League suspensions can be served in ESPZEN League matches only not trial matches 
nor Cup Matches. Cup Match suspensions must be fulfilled in the CUP games not League 
Matches. 
 
SYC5. Team managers shall state clearly in the Match Report the name of their team’s players, 
who have received RED cards. 
 
SYC6. Any team manager failing to report all their red cards (or reporting a false name for a red 
card) within 24 hours of their match report submitted being will automatically be deducted 1 league 
point (per game, not red card missing) regardless of the reason. 
 
I.e. if only one red card was reported out of 2 red cards issued only 1 league point will be deducted 
 
If no red cards were reported out of 2 red cards issued, only 1 league point will be deducted 

 
SYC7. All league managers are reminded to submit accurately and promptly red card information 
and also to check to ensure their opponent submitted the correct red card information. Should a 
league manager feel their opponent did not submit or submitted incorrectly the red card 
information he should send a mail immediately to admin@espzen.com  
 
SYC8. As team managers, if you submit your report and mistakenly miss out the red card you 
cannot edit the report instead you must send an email to admin@espzen.com with the player 
name inside. 
 
SYC9. ESPZEN will not monitor yellow cards in any way whatsoever. 
 
SYC10. Any player receiving 3 red cards in league games in one season will automatically be 
banned for the rest of the season, this excludes cup competitions if organised. 
 
SYC11. Any team receiving 6 red cards in one season will receive a one point deduction, with a 
further point deducted every 2 more cards received i.e. 8 cards, 10 cards etc.  
 
SYC12. Play off matches and WALKOVER Matches are considered LEAGUE Games for the 
avoidance of doubt. Postponed games cannot be offset against suspensions. 
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SYC13. A red card received on the 14th (or last) game of a season WILL carry forward to the 
following season’s first game. 
 
SYC14. A red card received in a cup game where the team is knocked out the cup will not be 
carried forward unless for a serious offence. 
 
Please also read section on OFF THE BALL VIOLENT CONDUCT 
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Appeals against Red Cards 

 
AP1. No appeals are possible for RED CARDs given that we do not have TV evidence at each 
pitch and that we must support our referees. History has shown when asking teams for their report 
of the red card the facts are often misrepresented or incidents played down thus making a decision 
to overturn a red card almost impossible. 

 
AP2. Referee will issue red cards during the season occasionally errors may occur, however, to 
be consistent to all teams, no appeal will be possible. 
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Incident Report Procedure 

 
CIT1. A Referee or a Team may file an Incident Report with ESPZEN concerning incidences which 
occur during a game. 
 
CIT2. An incident report may only be filed following serious incidences such as violent or abusive 
behaviour or ineligible player. 
 
CIT3. Each incident report must contain full details of the alleged incidences and should be as 
objective as possible. 
 
CIT3. The incident report must be filed within 48 hours following the game in writing via email. 
 
CIT4. Following receipt of an incident report, the match Referee and the other Team (as 
appropriate) will be asked for their version of events. ESPZEN has the right to either keep these 
reports confidential or to make the reports available to other parties involved in the incident. 
However, factual extracts may be included within ESPZEN incident summary reports. 
 
CIT6. ESPZEN official will review the incident drawing upon previous precedents set where 
applicable and relevant, and will inform both Teams of its decision via email. 
 
CIT7. Disciplinary action may include, but will not be limited to, match suspensions for individual 
players, point deduction for Teams and Teams being thrown out of the League. 
 
CIT8. Once a report has been issued, based on the facts received, ESPZEN will not entertain 
appeals to the disciplinary action. 
 
CIT9. If a team is requested for an incident report and does not reply in writing within a maximum 
of 6 calendar days, a) the incident report will be written without considering information from the 
team and b) the team will lose one league point for failing to provide an incident report. 
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Off The Ball Violent Conduct 

 
OTB1. Should a player or players from a team be “red carded” for an act of violence (excluding 
the initial challenge for the ball – see OTB2) with the direct intention to cause serious injury 
(regardless of whether the player was the initial aggressor or not) the player will be suspended for 
a number of games (which ESPZEN will decide depending on the incident). The team may also 
be warned regarding the behaviour of their players on the field of play and in addition the team 
will also be deducted one league point.  
 
OTB2. Note: the initial challenge for the ball is defined as two or more players competing for the 
ball. This is excluded from OTB1 as the referee will manage this situation on the field of play 
however should other incidents occur as a direct consequence of this incident or other off the ball 
incidents, these will be captured by the above ruling. Should a referee however feel there was 
serious intent from the initial challenge this can be highlighted to ESPZEN by the referee 
concerned only. 
 
OTB3. Not more than one league point will be deducted from a team if it’s their first offence in a 
given season, however teams with repeat offenders may be deducted further points. 
 
OTB4. An Off The Ball Violent Incident report must be submitted by email by one of the teams 
concerned in the game within 48hrs to ESPZEN. Incident reports submitted after 48hrs will be 
kept on file however no league point deduction will take, however ESPZEN will still (if confirmed 
by the referee) take action against the players involved in the incident. The incident report should 
only cite those players who were red carded by the referee. Failure to submit an incident report 
when requested will also result in a league point deduction and all decisions regarding the incident 
will be taken without the team’s evidence who did not submit the report. 
 
OTB5. Players who are red carded for off the ball violent conduct in a cup game (if the team is 
knocked out the cup) may have their suspension carried forward to league games. 
 
The above ruling was confirmed after a poll of all league managers in the league in January 2007.  
 
The ruling is in place to ensure team managers do not select volatile players who could cause 
their team to lose vital league points or team managers substitute hot tempered players off the 
pitch when there is a chance a game is heating up. ESPZEN believe that peer pressure from 
within a team is the “most effective” control to ensure all games are played in the right spirit. 
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ESPZEN Match Reports 

 
EMR 1 Team managers should target to complete the ON LINE QUANTITATIVE MATCH 
REPORT no later than two days (48 hours) after the match has taken place, ideally the match 
report should be completed on the match day itself. 
 
Each team should organise themselves in order that whether players are travelling or not – the 
match report is always updated 
 
EMR 2 To mention in the match reports grade for referee (1-10, marks below 5 need to be 
qualified), names of recipients of red cards, opponent fair play grading, pitch quality, scorers and 
time of goals Qualitative match reports may also be submitted. 
 
EMR 3 Given the high importance of the match report submission process for the ESPZEN league 
model to function efficiently, should a team fail to complete the match report according to the 
timetable below for their game that has taken place a 1 point deduction will be automatically 
deducted from the team’s league total. If a team is experiencing IT problems then an email should 
be sent to admin@espzen.com highlighting the problems encountered within the timeframe 
providing a screen shot of the problem encountered in addition the quantitative and optionally the 
qualitative match report should also be sent to admin@espzen.com via email and we will uploaded 
it on an exceptionally basis on the team’s behalf.  
 
Timetable for match report submission 
 

League Timeframe 

ESPZEN Saturday 11aside League By Friday 5pm following the game taking place 

ESPZEN Sunday 11aside League By Friday 5pm following the game taking place 

ESPZEN Midweek 11aside League By Tuesday 5pm following the game taking place 

ESPZEN Midweek Futsal League By Tuesday 5pm following the game taking place 

 
EMR 4 Certain guidelines need to be respected when writing your match report:  
 

1) Negative complaints about a particular referee and his decisions should be kept off line (please 
send ESPZEN an email directly) 

• Acceptable: We thought we were unlucky not to get a penalty 

• Unacceptable: The referee needs a white stick, is he blind? The referee is obviously 
biased, etc. 

2) Negative remarks about the opposing team should be kept to a minimum; no one wishes to engage 
in a war of words after the match. Let your feet do the talking on the pitch. 

3) Do not personally attack in the match report a player from an opposing team (i.e. number 4 for the 
other team was a plonker, etc.) this serves no benefit. 

4) Specific incidents of unsporting behaviour should also be kept off line and followed up directly to 
ESPZEN via the incident report... 

5) Never use bad language or be abusive 
6) Negative remarks on the pitch – please send email to ESPZEN directly 
7) Never release personal contact information on the match report such as your email address or 

Hand-phone details 

 
Keep the match reports fun, amusing, and focus on the positives. Enjoy the game! 
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ESPZEN requests to receive an email directly for certain issues that a team may have 
encountered, as this ensures we can address the issue directly, we cannot possibly read all match 
reports and therefore we may lose important feedback. 
 
EMR5 Note for postponed /walkover games no match report is required to be submitted. 
 
Please refer to the appendix for a quick guide on how to submit the match report. 
 

EMR6. Any team found guilty of submitting false scorers on the website will be liable for league 
points deduction. If the team manager makes an honest error, he has 24hrs to inform ESPZEN of 
the error. 
 

TOP TIP 
 
If you have problems submitting match reports please ensure before alerting ESPZEN that 
you try the following 
 
Click on TOOLS > Internet Options > Click on the GENERAL TAB > click on DELETE (under 
browsing history > click on delete files (under temporary internet files) 
 

 
 

If this doesn’t work please send an email to Webadmin@espzen.com 
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11 a side Specific Rules and Regulations 

 

General 

 

ABC1. League games shall be played 40 minutes per half, with 12 minute interval for half time. 
 

ABC2. If a team ends up with seven players or less as the result of sending-off or injuries, the 
game shall be stopped and awarded 3-0 to the opposition. If the actual score at the moment of 
abandoning the game was a higher goal difference to the opposition, the actual score will stand. 
If the game is stopped due to a team commencing the game with less than 11 players and player 
injuries / sending off or other reason result in 7 or less available players to complete the game and 
the first half has not been completed then the team causing the game to be abandoned will also 
receive a one point league deduction. Both teams, however, will be responsible for the match fees. 
 

Match Balls 

 

MB1. ESPZEN does not provide match balls for each game. This is totally impossible given that 
ESPZEN utilises over 30 pitches in Singapore which are neither owned nor operated by ESPZEN. 
 
MB2. ESPZEN referees are also unable to bring match balls to the game as they are not 
contracted to ESPZEN, as ESPZEN outsources all its referee management. The outsourcing 
arrangement CANNOT accommodate match balls 
 
MB3. As a consequence every team is OBLIDGED to bring at least 2 football which are considered 
fit for an ESPZEN league game as considered by the referee together with a working BALL PUMP. 
 
Note we have had incident in the past where 
 

1) 2  teams have turned up for a league game, with balls, but no PUMP – game delayed by 
almost 1 hour 

2) 2 teams turn up for a league game, with each team thinking the other team would be bring 
a ball 

3) 2 teams turn up for a league game, with 1 ball each, the ball was subsequently kicked out 
of play on to the roadside, into a ditch or over a fence and was not immediately retrievable. 

 
MB4. Should one team or both teams fail to bring 2 match balls which results in the game being 
either a) unnecessarily delayed by more than 20 mins but the game kicks off, each team will lose 
1 league point, b) the game cannot continue as Team A has used up all available match balls (and 
cannot retrieve them) and Team B has no balls to use as a consequence the game needs to be 
abandoned. Team B will be deducted 2 points c) the game cannot kick off as neither team has a 
ball and a match ball cannot be found in time for the game to kick off which results in the game 
being abandoned – both teams will be deducted 2 points. 
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Kick Off Punctuality 

 
KO1. All games MUST commence at the scheduled kick off time. A slot has been hired for each 
fixture according to the schedule below:- 

Weekend Leagues 

 
0915 to 1100 
1100 to 1300 
1300 to 1500 
1500 to 1700 
1700 to 1900 

Midweek Leagues 

 
1900 to 2100 
 
KO1a. A game should commence once both teams have at least 8 players. The referee will be 
instructed to start the game once this is the case. The team short of players can NOT request to 
wait for the remaining players to turn up before starting. If a team is unable to field eight players 
20 minutes after the allotted kick-off time, the game shall be cancelled and awarded to the 
opposition on the basis of a 3-0 win. 
 
KO1b Note the only exception to KO1a would be if the particular game in question the referee was 
also delayed. If the kick-off is delayed due to referee being late then both teams will have until the 
referee blows his whistle for the game to start to produce their 8 players. If ESPZEN declares the 
game a REFEREE NO SHOW (i.e. a referee cannot be found for the game within a reasonable 
time frame the game will be re-scheduled regardless of how many players each team had). 
 

PROCESS TO CLAIM WALKOVER DUE TO NO SHOW 
In order to ensure full transparency and no ambiguity surrounding a no 
show the following process must be executed:- 
 

• Team 1 has full squad ready on the pitch 20 mins after kick off time, 
referee is in site also. 

• Team 1 manager calls ESPZEN Hotline to inform ESPZEN Team 2 
has less than 8 players at the pitch and no other players in sight, or 
Team 2 is not at the pitch at all. 

 

• ESPZEN will then ask to speak the referee to confirm Team 1 
observation, Team 1 manager must pass their HP to the referee so 
ESPZEN can verify Team 1 observation. If referee confirms game 
cannot proceed to due Team 2 insufficient players, the game will be 
classified as a walkover. 

 
 
ESPZEN hopes there will be ZERO walkover each season, as such should 
Team 1 see at kick off time or even before kick-off time, team 2 is nowhere 
to be seen at the pitch, they should contact ESPZEN Hotline so we can 
contact the opponent team manager to ensure the team is on the way. 
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KO2. If a team cannot produce 8 players 20 mins after the allotted kick-off time, “No Show” rules 
apply as described in section “Cancellation of games” term C6. 
 
KO3. Both teams can decide to play a friendly match (after the 20 mins) utilising the referee in 
which case “no show” rule will not be applied (in terms of cost) and both teams will be charged as 
per usual. The game must finish though by the stipulated time above. 
 
The above terms are to protect the integrity of the league and to encourage teams to turn up to 
matches to be ready to kick off at the allotted kick off time. Except for bad weather / lightning all 
matches must be finished by the scheduled slot time. Referees will be asked to enforce this rule 
to be fair for teams turning up for their subsequent fixtures. 
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Illegal Smoking at Pitches 

 
ESPZEN books pitches from certain government bodies and institutions. When we book pitches 
from this source we have to obey their rules and regulations otherwise they will cancel all our pitch 
bookings and the ESPZEN league will suffer. These venues tend to have caretakers at the pitches 
who are watching the games. They will report back to the pitch provider any team that breaks the 
rules. 
 
SMOK1) Strictly no smoking inside any pitch located within a school or stadium compound or any 
SSC manage pitch.. 
 
SMOK2) strictly no smoking inside any pitch located within an ITE compound (i.e. Bukit Batok, 
ITE and AMK ITE) 
 
SMOK3) If you witness any player or team in breach of rule SMOK1 or SMOK2, please use your 
camera phone and take a picture of the person and ideally also inform the Referee. Feel free to 
also ask the opponent / manager to request the player to put out his cigarette immediately.  
 
Any citation against a player for smoking, the player will immediately be suspended from ESPZEN 
activities for 3 games (if first offense), a repeat offender will be suspended permanently. In addition 
the team will lose 1 league point for failing to control their player.  
 
Please inform ESPZEN of the offense within 48 hours of the league game taking place including 
a submission of photographic evidence. 
 
WE DO NOT WANT TO ALLOW ONE OR TWO INDIVIDUALS TO JEOPARDISE ESPZEN 
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE SCHOOL OR ITE INSTITUTIONS. ESPZEN REQUESTS ALL 
TEAMS MANAGERS / PLAYERS TO BE VIGILANT IN THIS REGARDS 
 
SMOK4) Players are free to smoke at other pitches however ESPZEN recommends all players 
not to smoke in the interest of their good health. 
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League Overview 

 
CC1. ESPZEN Leagues will ideally be structured as detailed below, actual format may differ: 
 

SUNDAY LEAGUE 

 
The target league organisation is detailed below, actual league each season may differ depending on 
number of teams who register. 

 
 

Game Days Sundays Only 

Match Slots  1100, 1300, 1500, 1700 (occasional)  

Number of Teams 8 

Number of games per team 14 

Winner Prize Money*** 
2 Free Football Matches upon league 

completion (worth SGD 300) 

Winner Trophy Yes 

Winner Medals* 18 medals 

Runner Up Prize Money*** 
1 Free Football Match upon league 

completion 
(worth SGD 150) 

Runner Up Trophy Yes 

Runner Medals* 18 medals 

Season Fees** 2,100 

Equates to a Cost Per Game 150 

Top Scorer Trophy Yes 

Fair Play Trophy Yes 

 
*Additional medals available upon request at cost price to the winning team. 
** Season Fees excludes any play off matches and excludes the cup competition which all teams are 
automatically entered into. 
***Prize money will be reduced should less than 8 teams complete the league season for example only 6 
teams join the league or complete the league the associated prize money will be 6 divided by 8 multiplied 
by SGD300 and SGD150 respectively. 
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SATURDAY LEAGUE 

 
The target league organisation is detailed below, actual league each season may differ depending on 
number of teams who register. 

 
 

Game Days Saturdays Only 

Match Slots  1500 and 1700 (occasional) 

Number of Teams 8 

Number of games per team 14 

Winner Prize Money*** 2 Free Football Matches upon league 
completion (worth SGD 250) 

Winner Trophy Yes 

Winner Medals* 18 medals 

Runner Up Prize Money*** 1 Free Football Match upon league 
completion 

(worth SGD 125) 

Runner Up Trophy Yes 

Runner Medals* 18 medals 

Season Fees** 1,750 

Equates to a Cost Per Game 125**** 

Top Scorer Trophy Yes 

Fair Play Trophy Yes 

 
*Additional medals available upon request at cost price to the winning team. 
** Season Fees excludes any play off matches and excludes the cup competition which all teams are 
automatically entered into. 
***Prize money will be reduced should less than 8 teams complete the league season for example only 6 
teams join the league or complete the league the associated prize money will be 6 divided by 8 multiplied 
by SGD300 and SGD150 respectively. 
**** 125 is for ActiveSG pitches only, games at private pitches or stadium will be charged at SGD150 
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MIDWEEK LEAGUE 

 
The target league organisation is detailed below, actual league each season may differ depending on 
number of teams who register. 
 

Game Days Tues, Wed and Thurs  Only 

Match Slots 1920 and 2100 

Number of Teams 10 

Number of games per team 18 

Winner Prize Money *** 2 Free Football Matches upon league 
completion (worth SGD 440) 

Winner Trophy Yes 

Winner Medals* 18 medals 

Runner Up Prize Money*** 1 Free Football Match upon league 
completion 

(worth SGD 220) 

Runner Up Trophy Yes 

Runner Medals* 18 medals 

Season Fees** SGD3,960 

I.e. Cost Per Game 220 

Top Scorer Trophy**** Yes 

Fair Play Trophy Yes 

 
*Additional medals available upon request at cost price to the winning team. 
** Season Fees excludes any play off matches and excludes any cup competition that may be organised 
***Prize money will be reduced should less than 90 league games take place in a season. For example only 
72 league games take place then associated prize money will be 72 divided by 90 multiplied by SGD440 and 
SGD220 respectively. 
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Pre-Season Blackouts and Fixtures General 

 
Fix1. Each team manager may request for BLACKOUT DATES before the league fixtures are 
prepared. Blackout dates are dates where your team know in advance you are not available i.e. 
Hari Raya, weddings, birthdays, overseas trips etc.  The number of advance blackout dates 
allowed will be communicated via ESPZEN league admin during the pre-season briefing email. 
Note ESPZEN does allow teams with majority Muslim players to black out the fasting month if 
required. 
 
Once league fixtures have been completed the right to select Blackout dates is void. 
 
Blackout dates are NOT postponement requests. Each team can also postpone 1 game during 
the season (except for teams with 5 or more Muslim players who have blacked out 4 or 5 games 
due to the fasting month) according to the rules regarding postponements. 
 
Fix2. In the fixture planning some weekends / week night will be left spare (“SPARE WEEKEND” 
/ “SPARE WEEKS”) to allow for cancelled matches or postponed games due to bad weather to 
be easily rescheduled, this helps keep the fixture integrity. Teams may also have rest weekends 
/ weeks due to fixture logistics. 
 
Fix3. The league fixtures will not be compromised in structure. Consequently should your opposing 
team postpone a match the fixture will be moved automatically to the next available SPARE SLOT, 
if no pitch slots are available other time slots will be proposed. 
 
Fix4. Teams may be asked to play a minimum number of games on a different time slot to initially 
scheduled should the pre-booked pitch not be available on a particular day. However, teams may 
choose not to play on this day and if no alternative is found will have a REST weekend with their 
postponed fixture moved forward to the next available SPARE SLOT. 
 
Fix5. By default, all fixtures posted on the website are seen as CONFIRMED unless team 
managers sends an EMAIL to admin@espzen.com requesting for the fixture to be postponed. 
Once email has been sent, team managers MUST ensure the website has been changed by 
ESPZEN. If website has not been changed within 48 hours please call ESPZEN directly – 
potentially we never received your email. Should your fixture remain on the website before your 
game and you do not show you will be charged walkover. 
 
SMS is not always reliable – and can be used at the manager’s risk – we would advise all 
managers to ensure the fixtures are changed on the website in this instance. Email process is the 
preferred channel. 
 
This process is only as strong as the weakest link; all managers who wish to participate in a well 
organised league must endeavour to follow the above process. 
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Team Late Report 

 
TL1. All Team managers will be asked to judge if their opponent was late for Kick Off. Should a 
team be recorded as arriving late for more than 28% of their games, a 2-point deduction from their 
league total will be made i.e. in a season of 14 games 28% = 4 games - the fifth game will result 
in a 2 point deduction. 
 
TL2.  Team managers should flag in the match report their opponent was late if and only if less 
than 8 players from the opposition are at the field ready to kick off within 10 minutes of 
the allotted kick off time. 
 
This rule is imposed as it is imperative all teams should arrive at the field at least 20 mins before 
scheduled kick off time to ensure sufficient time to get changed and for the teams pre-match pep 
talk / warm up. 

Postponement of Games and No Show 

 
C1. As a general principle teams are not allowed to postpone games unless that team is 
participating in a football tournament or tour outside Singapore, or has a similar good reason for 
not playing its ESPZEN League game on a particular day1.  
 
In this case the team must provide to ESPZEN Notice of postponement request before the 
POSTPONEMENT DATE DEADLINE to avoid penalty charges (please refer to rule C5a).  
 
No more than ONE league game can be postponed in a season once the league fixtures are 
produced see section Fixtures and Scheduling on page 25. Note ESPZEN reserves the right to 
refuse a postponement request (regardless of number of games that have been postponed 
already) if it jeopardises the league finish date and hence the start of the following season this is 
to ensure the league has a definitive finish date and planning for the following season can begin. 
 
C1a Once fixtures are published on the website before the season starts, team managers are not 
permitted TO POSTPONE more than ONE league game in a season (except for Muslim teams 
that have blacked out 4 or 5 weekends during the fasting month period). Once a team has 
postponed ONE game, ESPZEN will refuse to postpone any further games, teams will be charged 
full cost for the games which will be treated as played and the match awarded a walkover (3-0) to 
the opposition.  
 
C1b) No postponements are allowed in the MIDWEEK league, any team unable to field enough 
players will be charged the full match fee plus an admin fee as outlined in the proceeding table 
(page 61) 
 
C2. If your team is really unable to attend a fixture, then we still require your team to inform us so 
we can inform your opponent with due notice. For WEEKEND Games, please email us if its during 
office hours by sending an email to admin@espzen.com, unless less than 48 hours remains before 
the fixture, in which case a phone call MUST be made direct to the league administrator.  The 
league administrator will then make best efforts to contact the opposing team and referee to inform 
them of the cancellation2.  If a phone call is not made less than 48 hours and ESPZEN does not 

 
1 Note certain leagues when set up may not allow any postponements at all. 
2 These charges include the service of a) postponing the pitch with the pitch provider, b) notifying the opponents of the postponed match, c) 
notifying the referee of the postponed match, d) updating the website for the postponed match, e) re-booking the pitch on a spare date, 
f) notifying both teams of the new fixture, g) notifying the referee of the new fixture h) updating the website for the new fixture. 
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read the email then the team will be still be liable for full charges. Always ensure you manage to 
contact one of the ESPZEN staff for late cancellations. 
 
C3. Provided notice is given to ESPZEN before the weekly POSTPONEMENT DATE DEADLINE 
the league administrator will re-arrange a scheduled game assuming rule C1a has not been 
breached.  
 
There is no cost incurred by ESPZEN for matches postponed before the POSTPONEMENT DATE 
DEADLINE (besides our admin time and effort!!!) and therefore no cost to the team managers for 
postponing games with this notice period. Note if a team has already postponed 1 game then a 
second postponement will not be entertained.  
 
This rule does not apply for games taking place at Singapore Sports School where rules C5b will apply 

 
C4. A team can NOT postpone a game after the POSTPONEMENT DATE DEADLINE (see C5a). 
Any team unable to field a team for a game after the postponement deadline and within 12hrs 
of the game due to kick off the team will automatically forfeit the game 3-0 and will still be 
charged normal match fee for the game and will also face a SGD100 admin charge on top of their 
match fee. Once a game has been postponed it cannot be reinstated under any circumstance – 
therefore, teams must think twice before postponing any game. 
 
C5. Where a team tries to postpone a game within 24hrs of the original fixture but more than 
12 hrs (as defined in C5a to C5d), the match shall be awarded to its opponents 3-0 and the 
postponing team will also face a SGD100 charge on top of their match fee and have one point 
deducted from their league total. Once a game has been postponed it cannot be reinstated under 
any circumstance – therefore teams must think twice before postponing any game. 
 
C5a. The POSTPONEMENT DATE DEADLINE for a planned Sunday game or Saturday game 
means you must provide ESPZEN notice at least before Monday mid-day before your planned 
fixture. 
 

NOTE 12.15, 12.30, 1300 etc. is after MID-DAY – ESPZEN applies this rule strictly, any postponement request 
received after Monday Midday will not be entertained. 

 
C5b. Uniquely for games schedule at Singapore Sports School, the team requesting and paying additional fees to play at Singapore 
Sports School is not able to postpone these games under any circumstances. The opposing team also is not able to postpone this 
game also unless ESPZEN is informed by Monday 12 mid-day TWO Weeks in advance of the fixture.  
 
Should a “no show” occur the team who caused the no show will be the charged the extra cost (SGD75) of the pitch on top of the 
walkover fee. 
 
This special rule is due to the fact that this pitch is very expensive to book, paid for in advance, and ESPZEN is not entitled to 
cancel confirmed bookings. 

 
C6. “No Show” is defined as a team not turning up for a fixture at all or providing less than 12 
hours' notice, or less than 8 players at the field ready to kick off within 20 minutes of the allotted 
kick off time. Should a team be classified as a “no show” for a fixture on the date given by the 
league organizers then that team will be responsible for the costs of the said pitch (for both teams) 
and the referee. These costs are detailed in C6a 
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WEEKEND LEAGUES 

C6a Sunday League (SGD150 + SGD150) Saturday League (SGD125 + SGD125), the match will 
be awarded to the opponents 3-0 and 2 points deducted from their league total. The team at the 
pitch without an opponent may use the pitch free of charge for a training session. If, however, the 
team does play a friendly game with the opposing team (who may have arrived late, or less than 
8 players arrived at the pitch at KO time) regular friendly fees will be charged to both teams. 
 
C7. Overview of the cancellation charges is detailed below 

WEEKEND LEAGUE 

 

 Postpone on or before 
POSTPONEMENT 

DEADLINE 

Postpone after 
POSTPONEMENT 

DEADLINE but more 
than 12hrs 

No Show or less than 
12hrs 

 
 
COSTS 
 
 

 
As per term C3 no 
charge if the game is 
postponed before the 
postponement deadline  
or more notice and the 
team has not used its 
one postponement 
request already 

 
As per term C4, the 
team will be charged the 
full match fee cost  
 
Sunday League = SGD 
150 + SGD100 admin 
fee, 
 
Sat League cost will be 
SGD125 + SGD100 
admin fee  
 
and will forfeit the game 
0-3 and will have one 
point deducted 
 

 
As per term C6, the 
team will be charged the 
full cost of the pitch  
 
Sunday League SGD 
150 + SGD150  
 
Saturday League 
SGD125 + SGD125 
 
and will forfeit the game 
0-3 and two points 
deducted 
 

 
C8. Every postponement requires ESPZEN to: 
 
1) Cancel existing pitch booking 
2) Cancel the referee 
3) Inform the opposition 
4) Re-book the pitch for a new date 
5) Re-book the referee for a new date 
6) Ensure both teams can play on this new date 
7) Update the web site fixture list accordingly 
 
Which is very time consuming hence please keep postponements to a minimum 
 
The above penalties are in place to ensure the integrity of the league safeguarding all managers 
against the disappointment of late cancellations and that all teams understand that ESPZEN are 
hiring pitches and have an obligation to the pitch provider. 
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MIDWEEK LEAGUE 

 

 Postpone 
More 

than 6 
days 

Postpone 
More than 3 

but less than 
6 days 

Postpone less 
than 3 days 

but more than 
24hrs 

Postpone less 
than 24hrs days 
but more than 

3hrs 

No Show or 
less than 3hrs 

 
 
COSTS 
 
 

 
 
As per term C1b, the team will be charged the full match fee cost 
SGD 220 + SGD150 admin fee and will forfeit the game 0-3 and 
will have one point deducted 
 
 

As per term 
C1b the team 
will be charged 
the full cost of 
the pitch SGD 
220 + SGD220  
and will forfeit 
the game 0-3 
and two points 
deducted 
 

 
The team at the pitch without an opponent may use the pitch free of charge for a training session, 
if however the team does play a friendly game with the opposing team (who may have arrived 
late, or less than 8 players arrived at the pitch at KO time) regular friendly fees will be charged to 
both teams. 
 
C9. Execution of a walkover 
 
A team wishing to claim a walkover should on the day of the match itself a) arrive at the allocated 
pitch at the said time with enough players to commence the game, b) 20 mins after kick off time 
inform the referee that their opponent does not have the stipulated number of players to 
commence the game c) call ESPZEN Hotline to inform us the opponent is not present or does not 
have enough players. At this point ESPZEN will attempt to contact the opponent team manager(s) 
before declaring the walkover.  
 
Note all teams should notify ESPZEN hotline if their opponent is not at the pitch at kick off time, 
so ESPZEN can follow up to establish the whereabouts of the opponent. The earlier we receive 
the call, the quicker follow up action can take place. 
 

Substitutions 

 
Sub1. During the “course of a match,” teams can substitute a total of nine players (this does not 
mean 9 players in one half and 9 players in the second half) i.e. perhaps 4 in the first half 5 in the 
second half. 
 
Sub2. Unlimited substitutions, however, can take place at half time. 
 
Sub3. Substitutions will be on a “roll on, roll off” basis (i.e. a player that has been substituted 
may come back on to the pitch). Each team manager should monitor their own substitutions.  
 
Sub4. All substitutions however must be executed with the referee’s permission. 
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Sub5. All substitutions must be executed by the player coming onto the pitch, entering the pitch at 
the half way line. (This facilitates the role of the referee) 
 
Sub6. Each team manager is reminded to ask the referee at the start of the game to ensure that 
substitutions are monitored and counted. 
 
Sub7. If a player is injured (goalkeeper included) and a new player comes on to the pitch to replace 
the injured player – for the avoidance of doubt this is a substitution. 
 
Sub8. If your team has made 9 substitutions and then a player is injured, your team can not replace 
the injured player. 
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Referee No Show / Referee Late 

 

RNS1 Given that every game only has one referee, should a referee be delayed or suddenly 
become unavailable this causes a major disruption to the game. Should the referee NOT be at the 
field by the stipulated time, team managers must call the ESPZEN Hotline number straight away. 
Early notice to ESPZEN allows us to rectify the issue. Referees are only human and can be late 
for a variety of reasons (traffic, lost, personal issues etc.). 
 
RNS2. ESPZEN will notify the chief referee of the referee not present. The chief referee will then 
try to contact the referee concerned. Should the referee be late the following will occur for Saturday 
and Sunday Leagues 
 

a) ESPZEN will try to find out what time the referee will arrive (stuck in traffic etc.). If the time 
of arrival is within 45 mins of the stipulated start time teams must wait for the referee to 
arrive. If after 45 mins the referee still hasn’t arrived, team manager(s)s must call ESPZEN 
to officially cancel the game, ESPZEN will then cancel the referee. Should teams leave 
without calling ESPZEN and the referee turns up at the game teams will be charged regular 
pre-determined match fee. 

b) If the expected time of arrival is more than 45 mins teams may request to ESPZEN to 
postpone the game. The teams should then either  a) leave the field and no charge will 
apply or b) play a friendly amongst themselves and each team will be charged SGD 2/3rd 
of normal match fee. Teams must advise ESPZEN once more of their FINAL decision – 
failure to do so will lead to regular match fee being charged. 

c) If ESPZEN can find a replacement referee and the time of arrival is expected to be more 
than 45 mins both teams can agree to wait. Should one team choose not to wait then the 
game will be called off. 

d) If both teams agree to wait and a replacement referee is on the way, teams must wait at 
the pitch and not leave the field. 

e) In the event of a referee being late, ESPZEN will contact the subsequent teams to delay 
their kick off should more than 1 game be arranged on that pitch. 

 

NOTICE FOR MIDWEEK LEAGUE 
 
For Midweek leagues, the pitch cost is extremely high and there is no flexibility to delay kick off. 
If a referee is late, teams should start the game themselves no later than 1935. When the referee 
arrives he will take over the game administration. Should the referee not arrive before 2000, this 
game will be classed a friendly, should the referee arrive by 2000 the game will still be classed 
a league game. In case of referee late (after 8pm) teams will receive a credit note of SGD25 
each from their match fee, should referee arrive before 2000 the game will be charged as a 
normal league game. Should the referee no show, both teams would have played a friendly but 
will still receive a SGD50 credit note from their match fee and the game will be rescheduled at 
regular match fees.  
 
For midweek league in all cases the lights will be switched off at 2300hrs sharp, hence the need 
to start the game at 1935 especially if there is a second game at the same pitch. 
 

 
RNS3. Should a referee be late, teams are requested to flag this in their on line match report 
QUANTITATIVE section NOT qualitative section. ESPZEN will then follow up accordingly. 
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RNS4. ESPZEN does not expect any referee no show, however statistics show that this does 
happen about once every 850 games. As such, the rules above are in place to cover this situation. 
 
RNS5. If a referee is late and there is another situation (i.e. incorrect team kit colour or lack of 
players, or team at wrong pitch but on the way to the new pitch, or a team being late for example) 
the game cannot be classed as a walkover unless the referee is present. When the referee arrives 
and there is an incident, the relevant rules can apply. Should a replacement referee not be found 
then a replay will take place. 
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Rainy Day Procedures and Policy + Haze + Early Match Abandonment  

 
RD1. In case of bad weather the referee or pitch official of our pitch provider can postpone the 
game at any time, when the pitch becomes unplayable or lightening causes the game to be unsafe. 
 
RD2. If both Team managers agree that the pitch has become unsuitable to play, as a result of 
bad weather, they can decide to stop the game at any time, even if the referee is willing to keep 
playing. 
 
RD3. If one Team manager wants to stop the game due to very bad weather, and the other Team 
manager does not agree, the referee decides. 
 
RD4. If the game is stopped (by both Team managers or the referee), due to but not limited to, 
bad weather (e.g. lightening, heavy rain etc.) or any other reason including player fighting, referee 
being threatened etc., and the second half has kicked off the result will stand. However, the whole 
game will be replayed at a later date, if the second half did not begin unless the ESPZEN League 
Committee determines otherwise, or both Team managers determine otherwise. If the team who 
is winning in the second half refuses to continue the game due to bad weather, but both the referee 
and the opponents are agreeable to continue ESPZEN disciplinary committee will review 
circumstances. 
 
RD5. If games are stopped during first half (by both Team managers and/or the referee as 
highlighted in terms RD1 to RD4) and only played between 0 to 20 mins, teams will be charged 
as per below and game will be re-scheduled. 
 
SUNDAY:  SGD 40 instead of SGD 150  
SATURDAY: SGD 40 instead of SGD 125 
MIDWEEK:  SGD 80 instead of SGD 220 
 
RD5.1 If games are stopped during 1st half, (by both Team managers and/or the referee as 
highlighted in terms RD1 to RD4) and only played between 21 to 40 mins including half time, 
teams will only be charged as per below and game will be re-scheduled. 
 
SUNDAY:  SGD 75 instead of SGD 150  
SATURDAY: SGD 75 instead of SGD 125 
MIDWEEK:  SGD 150 instead of SGD 220 
 
RD5.2 If the games are stopped and the second half has begun both teams will be charged the 
regular match fees and result will stand. 
 
If, however, a game is abandoned due to unsporting behaviour by one or both teams full match 
fees will be charged. 
 
RD5.3 if the second half did not commence, BOTH team should submit an email to 
admin@espzen.com explaining the reason – no on line match report should be submitted in this 
instance. In addition, both teams should call the ESPZEN Mobile number and inform us of the 
match abandonment. 
 
RD6. If the game does not kick off i.e. both teams decide pitch is not playable and the referee 
agrees, ESPZEN will pay the cost of the referee and no charge will be applied to the teams. 
HOWEVER, teams must not call the game off unless more than 30 mins have passed after 
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the scheduled kick off time. Singapore weather is very unpredictable and the rain can suddenly 
stop. 
 
RD7. In case of lightning, teams are advised to stop playing immediately. If players remain on the 
pitch in case of lightning, it is their own responsibility, once again in terms of pitch cost the 
determining factor is whether the second half has begun as highlighted in RD5 applies. In terms 
of results rule RD4 applies. 
 
 
Please be advised that per year approximately twenty people get hit by lightning in Singapore. 
Please note the following advice: 
 

1) If seeking protection under the metal canopy during a lighting storm - do not hold on to 
any part of the metal frame. 
2) Keep your shoes on - although wet shoes will conduct current they will provide some 
protection 
3) Sit or stand on the wooden benches and get your feet off the earth. 
4) Do not shelter under trees, it is safer to be inside a building, changing room or even a 
car. 

 

 
 

For more information please visit http://www.lightningsafety.noaa.gov/ 
 
RD7. Due to the unpredictable weather in Singapore, in the case of bad weather, teams should 
always proceed to the football pitch unless called by the league administrator or official. Please 
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do not keep calling ESPZEN to check on whether the game will proceed. We will call you if the 
game is to be postponed. 
 
RD8. If your team has played for example at PUBRC at 9am and the field is very bad (muddy / 
chocolate) please SMS the ESPZEN hotline number  so we can postpone the games scheduled 
for the afternoon. Our referees will also do the same. Remember, ESPZEN representatives are 
not always present at the fields and rely on your feedback to help us get through the rainy season. 
Our intention is for enjoyable football - not mud football - we will postpone games if the fields 
become unplayable. 
 

Haze Policy 

 
HAZ1. ESPZEN Leagues currently uses the National Environment Agency (NEA website) to 
monitor haze conditions. The source of the 1 hour PM2.5 is www.haze.gov.sg Per the NEA The 1 
-hour PM2.5 concentration readings are meant as a guide for “immediate” personal activities.  
 
Decisions related to league games cancellation are based on direction from the Ministry of Health 
(MOH) and Ministry of Education (MOE). 
 
HAZ2. League Games will be played up to and including 100 for the 1 hour PM2.5 reading (on the 
NEA website/app). If the 1 hour PM2.5 reading > 100 two hours before the KO the league game 
will be cancelled. As the PM2.5 reading is quite volatile, this does not mean all games for the 
whole day will be cancelled for example 11am games could be postpone but all games from 1500 
forward could certainly proceed.  
 
For teams that have already started their games and the 1 hour PM2.5 reading goes over 100 we 
will continue and finish off the game. For teams that have arrived on site and have not yet started 
their game and the 1 hour PM2.5 reading goes over 100 we will offer both teams the choice of 
playing or not playing the game. If 1 team decides they do not want to play we will re-schedule the 
game.  
 
HAZ3. Teams who are not able to field a team, when the 1 hour PM2.5 reading is less than or 
equal to 100 will be considered a walkover. This is to be fair to those teams who turn up at the 
pitch and ready to play.  
 
HAZ4. As the 1 hour reading is updated hourly we will use the reading that is available 2 hrs  
before the game ie for a 1100 kick off we will use the 9am reading, for a 1pm KO we will use the 
11am reading for a 1500 Kick off we will use the 1300 reading.  
 
HAZ6. Please refer below, captured from NEA website for of the five regions 
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HAZ7. Communication of all Haze activity be sent to teams via Whatsapp or SMS  
 
HAZ8. In case of no contact by ESPZEN please assume the game will take place. 
 
FAQ1 Where are you getting these readings and thresholds from? 
ESPZEN use readings supplied by NEA as displayed in real-time on their dedicated weather and 
haze app myEnv (this is available for download by the public). We can also cross-reference this 
with the information on NEA’s dedicated Haze page (https://www.haze.gov.sg/). We recommend 
you download this app for useful weather and PSI readings and predictions. 
 
FAQ2 Why are you not following AQI readings on sites such as aqicn.org?  
These websites and readings rely on NEA data to make its calculations, but it has a different 
calculation system. NEA have explained why the readings are different in their FAQs (number 21). 
We will take our readings from the source (NEA), which are locally calculated with local needs in 
mind. 
https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/pollution-control/air-pollution/faqs  
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Payments due to ESPZEN 

 

P1. Team managers are advised that payment for ESPZEN league games are always IN 
ADVANCE with two options:  
 

1) To settle your full season invoice in advance or  
2) To pay your invoice in 4 instalments according to the ESPZEN payment dates (which 
will be detailed by email to all teams) 

 

Note regarding instalments 
 
ESPZEN will choose 4 dates throughout the season where each teams invoice is due. These dates will 
typically be around week 4, 8, and 12 (the first payment is always due before the season commences). Note 
though as ESPZEN manages a high volume of teams and ESPZEN cannot control a) the weather b) 
postponement / black out date requests from teams, therefore, for some teams they may be required to pay 
for more than the average 4 games in advance, while other teams may actually have paid for say 8 games 
but played 10 before their invoice arrives. ESPZEN cannot have a different invoice schedule for all teams in 
the league. All teams are thus required to respect the payment schedule regardless of number of games 
played. 

 

 
P2. First instalment must be paid into ESPZEN account to allow your team to participate in our 
tournaments. The dates for subsequent payments will be advised by our accounts department 
(finance@espzen.com). Payment must be made as per the invoice regardless of actual number 
of games played or credit balance with ESPZEN. 
 
P3. The initial payment schedule assumes no late cancellation penalties incurred by Managers 
which is the target all team managers should work toward. Managers must ensure payment 
reaches ESPZEN before the required deadline. 
 
P4. Teams with money outstanding will be assessed each week on the Monday before their 
following game. If leagues fees are not settled and no sign of fees forthcoming, ESPZEN reserves 
the right to suspend the team. A team can only be suspended ONCE in a season and will have 
their next game postponed.  
 
If fees are not settled in full by the required deadline the teams next game will be classed as a 
walkover with an additional charge (over and above league game fees) of SGD50 being applied. 
This process will continue until either a) the team officially writes to ESPZEN to withdraw from the 
league or b) the team makes payment. However, if a team suspension results in more than 2 
games being classed as a WALKOVER, then the team will be officially removed from the league 
with relevant TEAM DROP out rules and charges being applied. 
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ESPZEN Knock Out “FA” Cup/ Plate 

 

CUP0) Knock-Out Cup will run for one season only every year (during the even Sunday League 
Season i.e. Season 4, 6,8,10 etc.)                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 

CUP1) Should a knock out cup be organized, the same rules and regulations are per league 
fixtures will apply in terms of match fees, cancellation charges, weather, discipline, no show, match 
duration, substitutions. However, any team caught fielding an unregistered player (within 48hrs of 
the game taking place) will actually have one goal deducted from the game final total (this is 
different to league rules).3 If this then results in a draw the handicap rule of course applies. 
 
NOTE: KNOCK OUT CUP MATCHES CAN NOT BE POSTPONED BY THE TEAM 
PARTICIPATING, SHOULD A TEAM BE UNABLE TO PLAY THEY WILL FORFEIT THE MATCH 
3-0. (If less than 6 days there will also be regular charges) 
 
Additional Rules are as follows: 
 
CUP2) All Cup games cost are NOT included in the league match fees and will be invoiced 
separately at SGD150 per game. The grand final may incur additional cost to the teams concerned 
depending on the pitch booked. 
 
CUP3) Teams will only pay cup fees while they remain in the cup competition 
 
CUP3.5) The losing teams from the first round of the Knock-Out FA Cup will be automatically 
entered into the Knock-Out FA Plate Tournament. The Knock-Out FA Plate tournament 
(introduced in 2011) will keep the same tournament structure as the Knock-Out FA Cup (i.e. the 
loser of game 1 will play the loser of game 2). The 32 losing teams will play the Knock-Out FA 
Plate First Round, and the winners will progress. The last 4 teams will play in the Knock-Out FA 
Plate “Qualifying Semi Final”, the winners of these two games will then play in the Knock-Out FA 
Plate Semi Final against the two losing teams from the Knock-Out FA Cup. 
 
CUP4) Should the game be level at full time (subject to handicap rules see CUP 7), an additional 
TWO HALVES of 5 mins will be played with the Golden Goal rule being applied. If one team does 
have a handicap it is impossible for a game to proceed to extra time. 
 
CUP5) If the match is still a draw (i.e. if no goal is scored in the extra time), each team will take 3 
penalties to decide the winner, if still a draw sudden death penalties will continue until a winner is 
found. No player can take two penalties until all players who have played in the game (including 
subs) have taken a penalty kick. 
 
CUP6) RED Cards in league matches do not apply to cup matches, red cards in cup matches do 
not apply to league matches 
 
CUP6.1) if all NINE SUBS have been used by the end of full time (i.e. 80 mins) - no more subs 
are permitted during extra time or penalties.  
 
 
 
 

 
3 Note on the 3rd June 2007 Jaguar FC was removed from KO Cup Quarter Final having beat Vivid in the previous round 3-2 as they fielded 2 
unregistered players thus making the score line 2-1 to Vivid. 
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CUP7) HANDICAP System 
 
Lower division teams will receive a 0.5 goal handicap (i.e. if game is a draw after 80 mins the 
lower league team will qualify). Teams drawn against each other from the same division do NOT 
have any handicap.  
 
When completing the match report and the game is a draw no need to mention the 0.5 goal – this 
is assumed. 
 
CUP 7.1) All teams outside of the Sunday league i.e. invited teams, Sat league teams, Midweek 
league teams and Futsal league teams will be assigned a Sunday League division dependent on 
the team in question. This division for each team outside of the Sunday league will be published 
on the website before the first round of the FA Cup. As this division status is subjective, the 
decision of the organizer is final. 
 
CUP8) if the Cup is sponsored there may be a CASH prize, however, if the Cup has no sponsor 
then ESPZEN will provide the WINNING TEAM only 18 medals and a Champions Cup – with no 
cash prize. The runners up will also receive medals. 
 
CUP9) the draw for the knock out cup will always be made in the presence of the 3 or more people, 
all of whom may be staff of ESPZEN. 
 
CUP 10) for the knock out cup competition, 4 seeded teams will automatically be identified at the 
organizer’s discretion. 
 
CUP11) Unlike the league where a player can be transferred, in the knock out cup, a player can 
only represent ONE team for the duration of the cup; any team in breach of  this rule will be 
automatically disqualified from the cup competition. Please note that should a team be removed 
from the cup for whatever reason after a cup game has been played – players in that game are 
cup tied. 
 
CUP12) a team is not allowed to postpone a cup game for any reason charges will apply for a 
team wishing to pull out of the cup as per the league games. 
 
CUP13) Teams should enter the actual result of the game in either 80 mins OR the score after 
extra time. Penalty results should not be entered in the quantitative score but only in the qualitative 
report. 
 
NOTE: TO AVOID TEAMS HAVING TO MAINTAIN TWO DATABASES OF PLAYERS THE 
OFFICIAL TEAM SHEET OF A TEAM IN THE CUP WILL BE THE LEAGUE TEAM SHEET IN 
CASE OF ANY DISPUTE REGARDING REGISTRATION. 
 
Given some teams often merge for the FA CUP, should a team be against registering a 
player from another team in their official league sheet, this player should then be registered 
on the FA CUP team sheet. 
 
As such for queries on player registration, ESPZEN will look to see if the player exists on 
the official league team list, if not found we will look at the FA Cup team list, if still not 
found the player will be considered unregistered. 
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CUP14) There will be no point deductions for teams not wearing full uniform (matching jerseys) in 
the CUP/plate for obvious reasons (as points are not awarded).  A team that is not in full uniform, 
however, at the discretion of their opponents can be asked to only play players who have matching 
jerseys. If the team does not have 11 players in a matching jersey the team concerned will ONLY 
be allowed to play 11 players i.e. the team will not be permitted to make any substitutions. This 
issue must be resolved before the game kicks off. Post-game no protest can be made. If 
necessary, the team can call ESPZEN to ensure the rule is enforced. 
 

ISSUE RESOLUTION 

A team has 16 players 14 have matching 
jerseys 

If the team has tape available to amend 
numbers player 15 can wear a jersey of a 
substitute player by amending 11 to be 111 
for example. If no tape only the 14 players 
can participate, no jersey swapping is 
allowed. The other 2 players cannot 
participate. 

A team has 17players 7 have matching 
jerseys 

The 7 players can play plus 4 more players 
whose jerseys are similar. The other 6 players 
cannot participate, regardless of whether the 
team has tape or not. 

 
CUP 15) Should any team who qualify for the next round of the cup be unable to fulfill the fixture 
due to team out of the country, team expulsion, suspension or otherwise, the defeated team in the 
previous round will be invited to progress to the next round. 
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ESPZEN Champions Cup / Plate Tournament 

 
Champ0) The Champions Cup will kick off during every odd season (i.e. season 3, 5, 7,9,11 etc.). 
 
Champ1) ESPZEN will invite each of its champions teams (from each even season i.e. 2, 4, 6, 8) 
from all divisions including midweek league to participate in its sixteen team champion cup 
tournament. 
 
Champ2) these teams will play in a straight knock out format. There is no handicap for the 
Champions cup. 
 
Champ3) There will be 4 seeded teams at the discretion of the tournament organizer. 
 
Champ3.5) The losing teams from the first round of the Champions will be automatically entered 
into the Champions Plate Tournament. The Champions Plate tournament (introduced in 2010) will 
keep the same tournament structure as the Champions Cup (i.e. the loser of game 1 will play the 
loser of game 2). The 8 teams will play the Champions Plate Quarter Final, and the winners of the 
4 matches, will play in the Champions Plate “Qualifying Semi Final”, the winners of these two 
games will then play in the Champions Plate Semi Final against the two losing teams from the 
Champions Cup. 
 

Champ4) the same rules and regulations are per league fixtures will apply in terms of match fees, 
cancellation charges, weather, discipline, no show, match duration, substitutions. However, any 
team caught fielding an unregistered player (within 48hrs of the game taking place) will actually 
have one goal deducted from the game final total (this is different to league rules). 
 
NOTE: CHAMPIONS CUP/PLATE MATCHES CAN NOT BE POSTPONED BY THE TEAM 
PARTICIPATING, SHOULD A TEAM REALLY BE UNABLE TO PLAY THEY WILL FORFEIT 
THE MATCH  (if less than 6 days there will also be regular charges) 
 
Additional Rules are as follows: 
 
Champ5) All Cup/Plate games cost are NOT included in the league match fees and will be invoiced 
separately at SGD150 per team. The grand final (Cup and Plate) will cost each team SGD225 as 
linesmen will be provided. Cost will be increased should a glamour venue be obtained (national 
stadium, floating platform etc.) 
 
Champ6) a team will only pay cup/plate fees whilst they remain in the cup competition 
 
Champ7) Should the game be level at full time, an additional TWO HALVES of 5 mins will be 
played with the golden goal rule being applied. 
 
Champ8) if the match is still a draw, each team will take 3 penalties to decide the winner, if still a 
draw sudden death penalties will continue until a winner is found. No player can take two penalties 
until all players who have played in the game (including subs) have taken a penalty kick. 
 
Champ9) RED Cards in league matches do not apply to cup/plate matches, red cards in cup/plate 
matches do not apply to league matches 
 
Champ10) If all NINE SUBS have been used during full time -  no more subs can be made during 
open play, unlimited subs at half time, full time, end of 1st half extra time, however, can be made. 
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Champ11) If the Cup/plate is sponsored there may be a CASH prize, however if the Cup/plate has 
no sponsor then ESPZEN will provide the WINNING TEAM only 18 medals and a Champions Cup 
– with no cash prize, the losing finalists will also receive 18 medals. 
 
Champ12) Unlike the league where a player can be transferred, in the Champions cup/plate a 
player can only represent ONE team for the duration of the cup/plate – any team in breach of  this 
rule will be automatically disqualified from the cup competition. Please note that should a team be 
removed from the cup for whatever reason after a cup game has been played – players in that 
game are cup tied. 
 
NOTE: TO AVOID TEAMS HAVING TO MAINTAIN TWO DATABASES OF PLAYERS THE 
OFFICIAL TEAM SHEET OF A TEAM IN THE CUP WILL BE THE LEAGUE TEAM SHEET IN 
CASE OF ANY DISPUTE REGARDING REGISTRATION. 
 

- If a player is registered in the CUP/plate team sheet but not in the League team 
sheet as mentioned the league team sheet will apply and the team will be deemed 
to be playing an unregistered player. At all times the team’s “league” team sheet 
should always be accurate. 

 
Champ13) There will be no point deductions for teams not wearing full uniform (matching jerseys) 
in the CUP/plate for obvious reasons (as points are not awarded).  A team that is not in full uniform 
however at the discretion of their opponents can be asked to only play players who have matching 
jerseys. If the team does not have 11 players in a matching jersey the team concerned will ONLY 
be allowed to play 11 players i.e. the team will not be permitted to make any substitutions. This 
issue must be resolved before the game kicks off. Post-game no protest can be made. If 
necessary, the team can call ESPZEN to ensure the rule is enforced. 
 

ISSUE RESOLUTION 

A team has 16 players 14 have matching 
jerseys 

If the team has tape available to amend numbers 
player 15 can wear a jersey of a substitute player 
by amending 11 to be 111 for example. If no tape 
only the 14 players can participate, no jersey 
swapping is allowed. The other 2 players cannot 
participate. 

A team has 17 players 7 have matching 
jerseys 

The 7 players can play plus 4 more players whose 
jerseys are similar. The other 6 players cannot 
participate, regardless of whether the team has 
tape or not. 

 
Champ14) Should any team who qualify for the next round of the cup/plate be unable to fulfill the 
fixture due to team out of the country, team expulsion, suspension or otherwise, the defeated team 
in the previous round will be invited to progress to the next round. 
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ESPZEN Midweek / Saturday / Sunday League Cup 

 
ESPZEN’s Midweek, Saturday and Sunday league cups are two unique competitions for 
registered Saturday league teams only (Saturday Cup) and registered Sunday league teams only 
(Sunday Cup), unlike the FA CUP and the Champions Cup which ESPZEN brings together teams 
from all our leagues to compete. The Saturday / Sunday League cup also does not have any 
handicap for lower division teams. 
 
LeagueCup0) the Midweek, Saturday / Sunday League Cup will take place each season. 
 
LeagueCup1) ESPZEN will invite Midweek, Saturday / Sunday Teams to participate in the league 
cup tournament. 
 
LeagueCup2) these teams will play in a straight knock out format. There is no handicap for the 
League cup. 
 
LeagueCup3) There will be 4 seeded teams at the discretion of the tournament organizer. 
 
LeagueCup3.5) The losing teams from the first round of the League Cup will be automatically 
entered into the League Plate Tournament. The League Plate tournament will keep the same 
tournament structure as the League Cup (i.e. the loser of game 1 will play the loser of game 2). 
The 8 teams will play the League Plate Quarter Final, and the winners of the 4 matches, will play 
in the League Plate “Qualifying Semi Final”, the winners of these two games will then play in the 
League Plate Semi Final against the two losing teams from the League Cup. 
 

LeagueCup4) the same rules and regulations are per league fixtures will apply in terms of match 
fees, cancellation charges, weather, discipline, no show, match duration, substitutions. However 
any team caught fielding an unregistered player (within 48hrs of the game taking place) will 
actually have one goal deducted from the game final total (this is different to league rules). Any 
unsporting behavior will have one goal deducted from the game final score (this is different to 
league rules). 
 
NOTE: LEAGUE CUP/PLATE MATCHES CAN NOT BE POSTPONED BY THE TEAM 
PARTICIPATING, SHOULD A TEAM REALLY BE UNABLE TO PLAY THEY WILL FORFEIT 
THE MATCH  AND ESPZEN WILL AT ITS DISCRETION INVITE THE LOSING TEAM FROM 
THE PREVIOUS ROUND TO PARTICIPATE (if less than 6 days there will also be regular 
charges) 
 
Additional Rules are as follows: 
 
LeagueCup5) All Cup/Plate games cost are NOT included in the league match fees and will be 
invoiced separately at the regular league cost rate. The grand final (Cup and Plate) will cost each 
team SGD200 as linesmen will be provided. Cost will be increased should a glamour venue be 
obtained (national stadium, floating platform etc.). 
 
LeagueCup6)  a team will only pay cup/plate fees whilst they remain in the cup competition 
 
LeagueCup7) Should the game be level at full time, an additional TWO HALVES of 5 mins will be 
played with the golden goal rule being applied. 
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LeagueCup8) If the match is still a draw, each team will take 3 penalties to decide the winner, if 
still a draw sudden death penalties will continue until a winner is found. No player can take two 
penalties until all players who have played in the game (including subs) have taken a penalty kick. 
 
LeagueCup9) RED Cards in league matches do not apply to cup/plate matches, red cards in 
cup/plate matches do not apply to league matches 
 
LeagueCup10) If all NINE SUBS have been used during full time -  no more subs can be made 
during open play, unlimited subs at half time, full time, end of 1st half extra time, however, can be 
made. 
 
LeagueCup11) If the Cup/plate is sponsored there may be a CASH prize, however if the Cup/plate 
has no sponsor then ESPZEN will provide the WINNING TEAM 18 medals and a Champions Cup 
– with no cash prize, the losing finalists will also receive 18 medals. 
 
LeagueCup12) Unlike the league where a player can be transferred, in the League cup/plate a 
player can only represent ONE team for the duration of the cup/plate – any team in breach of  this 
rule will be automatically disqualified from the cup competition. Please note that should a team be 
removed from the cup for whatever reason after a cup game has been played – players in that 
game are cup tied. 
 
NOTE: TO AVOID TEAMS HAVING TO MAINTAIN TWO DATABASES OF PLAYERS THE 
OFFICIAL TEAM SHEET OF A TEAM IN THE CUP WILL BE THE LEAGUE TEAM SHEET IN 
CASE OF ANY DISPUTE REGARDING REGISTRATION. 
 
If a player is registered in the CUP/plate team sheet but not in the League team sheet as 
mentioned the league team sheet will apply and the team will be deemed to be playing an 
unregistered player. At all times the team’s “league” team sheet should always be accurate. 
 
LeagueCup13) There will be no point deductions for teams not wearing full uniform (matching 
jerseys) in the CUP/plate for obvious reasons (as points are not awarded).  A team that is not 
attired in full uniform however at the discretion of their opponents can be asked to only play players 
who have matching jerseys. If the team does not have 11 players in a matching jersey the team 
concerned will ONLY be allowed to play 11 players i.e. the team will not be permitted to make any 
substitutions. This issue must be resolved before the game kicks off. Post-game no protest can 
be made. If necessary, teams can call ESPZEN to ensure the rule is enforced. 
 

ISSUE RESOLUTION 

A team has 16 players 14 have matching 
jerseys 

If the team has tape available to amend 
numbers player 15 can wear a jersey of a 
substitute player by amending 11 to be 111 
for example. If no tape only the 14 players 
can participate, no jersey swapping is 
allowed. The other 2 players cannot 
participate. 

A team has 17players 7have matching 
jerseys 

The 7 players can play plus 4 more players 
whose jerseys are similar. The other 6 players 
cannot participate, regardless of whether the 
team has tape or not. 
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LeagueCup14) Should any team who qualify for the next round of the cup/plate be unable to fulfill 
the fixture due to team out of the country, team expulsion, suspension or otherwise, the defeated 
team in the previous round will be invited to progress to the next round. 
 

Quick Guide on Submitting Match Report 

 
Login to the team manager page  
 

 
 

• use the first Team manager's email address and team password 

 
• You will then be directed to your active team profile 

• Click on "Manage" 

 
 

• Click on "Match Report" 
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• Team managers can then see matches where reports have yet to be submitted – these can be 

done by clicking on the pencil icon   next to the match 

 

• Enter match statistics including the Qualitative Match Report 
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• Click on "Submit Match Report" 

 
 
 

ESPZEN Trial Matches 

 
T1) ESPZEN is continually looking for new teams to join our set up - once a new team 
shows interest they normally request for a trial match to test out our organisation skills and the 
facilities. We encourage these trial matches so we can test the teams' ability too. 
 

T2) the following rules and regulations are imposed for trial matches 
 
Cost per match per team SGD 125 (Saturday), SGD150 (Sunday) and SGD 220 (Midweek) 
under floodlights. Once the fixture is confirmed, trial matches and/or friendly games CANNOT be 
cancelled. 
 
T3) ESPZEN teams are aware that any trial matches organised by ESPZEN during the off 
season are subject to the following terms and conditions 
 
1) Cost per match per team will be the same as the usual match fee 
2) Cancellation less than 6 days in advance but more than 3 days, full match fees plus 
 SGD50 administration fee 
3) Cancellation less than 3 days but more than 24hrs team must still pay the stipulated 
 match fee in full plus SGD100 administration fee 
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4) In the event of a no show or less than 24hrs the team concerned will be charged the cost 
 for both teams i.e. two times the cost of the normal per match fee 
5) Both teams should turn up at the pitch (in case of bad weather) unless called by ESPZEN 
 representative that the game is cancelled 
6) All matches to kick off at the specified time. 
7) Payment for the fees must be paid by no later than 5 days before the game is due to 
 commence for NON ESPZEN team for ESPZEN teams you will be invoiced through the 
 normal fashion 
8) Please go to ESPZEN Payment Options to view details of payment methods 

9)  All team managers are fully aware and agree that no medical staff or trained staff will 
 be provided at any of the fixtures organised by ESPZEN Pte Ltd 
10) For all match day issues please call ESPZEN Hotline: 8233-2820 
 

11 a side Team Drop Out or Expulsion 

 
TD1 Should a team pull out of an 11-a-side league for any reason (once they have confirmed 
participation in writing) / or should a team be requested to leave the league (due to disciplinary / 
financial reasons or other) the following process will apply: 
 
If the team concerned has played each team once already 
 
The results of the first round matches will apply whilst the second round games that have been 
played will be classified as friendly games. 
 
If the team concerned has NOT played each team once already 
 
All matches will be classified as friendlies.  
 
Teams will NOT be reimbursed for existing games played against the team leaving the league 
(even if the game was nullified), however, of course teams will not be charged for future games 
not played. 
 
TD1.5 Note, however, all disciplinary league point deductions will still apply and will not be re-
instated should a team leave the league and the game be re-classified as a friendly regardless of 
whether the point deduction was for aggressive behaviour or a late postponement request. 
 
TD2 Should a team leave the league all forward payments made by that team will not be returned. 
These forward payments will reflect the admin charge incurred by ESPZEN for cancellation of all 
future matches that the team should have played. 
 
TD3a Should a 11 a side Weekend team pull out due to its own reasons, or if the team is removed 
for financial irregularities, during the season ESPZEN the team will be charged SGD100 for all 
remaining games with a minimum cost of SGD350. This cost will be used to re-organise the league 
fixtures, website, adjusting invoices of remaining teams, compensate for pitches paid in advance 
and not being used as a result of this drop out regardless whether  0,1 or 13 games have been 
played. 
 
TD3b Should a 11 a side Midweek team pull out due to its own reasons, or if the team is removed 
for financial irregularities, during the season ESPZEN will execute the terms of the pre-season 
contract signed and the team will be charged SGD180 for all remaining games with a minimum 
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cost of SGD660. This cost will be used to re-organise the league fixtures, website, adjusting 
invoices of remaining teams, compensate for pitches paid in advance and not being used as a 
result of this drop out regardless whether  0,1 or 13 games have been played. 
 
TD4 A pull out request from a team is only officialised once an email has been sent to 
admin@espzen.com detailing the pull out request. Note under no circumstance will a phone call 
or SMS be considered an acceptable form of notification. The pull out date will be the date the 
email was received. 
 
TD5 a team will also be subject to WALKOVER charges should less than 5 business days (Monday 
noon) notice be given before their next game. 
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Futsal League Specific Rules and Regulations 

 

All rules highlighted in ESPZEN rules and regulations apply unless stated otherwise within: 

Payments due to ESPZEN 

 
FPY1 Given that ESPZEN is trying to cut overheads (i.e. chasing teams for payment) to ensure 
our Futsal Leagues offer the best value in Singapore for discerning football players, it is a 
requirement for all teams to pay their league fees due in advance. 
 
FPY2 All teams that have registered will be informed of the payment cut-off date in advance, and 
will be included in the fixtures should the funds be received into our account. 

Number of Players on Match Day 

 
FP1 each team can register an unlimited number of players; however, a team can only bring a 
maximum of 10 players on match day. 
 
FP2 for 7 aside leagues, teams can register an unlimited number of players, however, a team can 
only bring a maximum of 12 players on match day. 

Uniform 

 
FU1 Bibs will be available for teams whose kit clashes with their opponents. If you need bibs 
please collect from the main office at the futsal venue prior to the game (do not wait till kick off). 
Furthermore you should collect a bib for every player – sharing of bids between players is 
forbidden as this could result in confusion for the referee with regards to red / yellow cards and 
cautions. 
 
FU2 Goalkeeper must wear distinguishing colours. All players on the court must have a number 
on the back of their jersey which is different to their team mates. 
 
FU3 Shin guards and socks are compulsory for the goalkeeper and all players. No player may 
enter the court without shin guards. NO EXCEPTION 
 
FU4 If an opposition player sees their opponent not wearing shin pads, the opposing team can 
instruct the referee to remove the player from the court. 
 
FU5 Players should not wear watches, necklaces, bracelets or any jewellery of any kind. Players 
with long hair (male of female) should have this tied up. 
 
FU6 Players are not allowed to wear Football Boots with studs or football boots with blades. The 
only permitted footwear is either 
 

a) Regular trainers 
b) Hard Court Futsal Trainers 
c) Astro Turf Futsal Trainers 
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For the avoidance of doubt here are pictures of proper Futsal / astro trainers to be used during 
games as per below: 
 

 

 

In addition regular tennis trainers, running trainers or cross training trainers can of course be used.   
Any player without proper attire will not be allowed to participate, and should be removed from the 
court. Opposition player seeing a player not wearing correct footwear should highlight to the 
referee who will then ask the player to leave the court. 

Example of boots with studs or blades not allowed 
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For the avoidance of doubt hybrid Astro trainers can also be considered for example we have 
approved Nike 5 Bomba Finale Men's Astro Turf Trainers 

 

 

For 7 aside 

FU7 Players are not allowed to wear Football Boots with studs or football boots with blades. The only permitted 
footwear is either 
  

a) Regular trainers 
b) Hard Court Futsal Trainers 
c) Astro Turf Futsal Trainers 
d) Boots with stud but strictly NO Metal Studs 

  
For the avoidance of doubt here are pictures of proper Futsal / astro trainers to be used during games as per 
below: 
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Game Punctuality 

 

FKO1. All games MUST commence at the scheduled start time. A slot has been hired for each 
fixture according to the schedule detailed on the ESPZEN website. Unlike the 11 a side leagues, 
NO GRACE can be given to teams arriving late. The court is booked for exactly one hour only. 
 
FKO2. A league game can only commence once both teams have 4 registered players at the 
court.  
 

In addition regular tennis trainers, running trainers or cross training trainers can of course be used.   Any player 
without proper attire will not be allowed to participate, and should be removed from the court. Opposition player 
seeing a player not wearing correct footwear should highlight to the referee who will then ask the player to leave 
the court. 

Example of boots with hard / metal studs or blades NOT ALLOWED 
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FKO2.1 for 7-a-side leagues, SIX (6) registered/eligible players is the minimum number of 
players that a team can have to push through with a game without incurring a Walkover. 

 
FKO3 At the stipulated KICK OFF time (or as soon as possible after the previous game has 
finished should there be a delay for whatever reason) the referee should blow the whistle at the 
stipulated time and commence the stop watch regardless of whether one team or both teams are 
present or ready.  
 
FKO4 If a team cannot produce 4 registered players 15 mins after the time the referee blows the 
whistle signalling the start of the game, the game will be classed as a NO SHOW (see below). If 
a team arrives late then the late team must give away goal/s to their opponent as per the schedule 
below 
 

Team Late Penalty against late team 

0 - 5 mins 1 goal 

6 – 10 mins 2 goals 

11– 15 mins 3 goals 

16 mins PLUS NO SHOW 

 
FKO4.1 for 7-a-side leagues, if a team cannot produce 6 registered/eligible players 7 mins 
or more after kick-off, the game will be classified as a NO SHOW. 

 

Team Late (7-a-side) Penalty against late team 

0 - 3 mins 1 goal 

3 – 6 mins 2 goals 

7 mins or more WALKOVER 

 
 
FKO5. If both teams are not ready to commence the game at the correct kick off time, the clock 
will still start. If both teams are not ready when the referee blows the whistle then TEAM A steps 
on the court in full (5 players) a maximum of 1 goal will be awarded only if the second team arrives 
on the court after more than 5 mins later.  
 

For the avoidance of doubt - TEAM A arrives at 20:05 on the court, (the game KO was 2000) TEAM 
B arrives at 20:08 (i.e. less than 5 mins later) the game will commence at 20:08 with no goal 
advantage to TEAM A and only 12 mins of the first half will be remaining. 

 
If TEAM A arrives at 20:05 and TEAM B arrives at 20:12 (i.e. 7 mins later) then TEAM A will receive 
one goal advantage. If TEAM A arrives at 20:05 and TEAM B arrives at 20:14 (i.e. 9 mins later) 
TEAM A will still only receive one goal advantage. 

 
Should teams arrive late before Kick Off, both teams should check / inform the referee of the “starting” 
score before the game begins. No disputes will be entertained post-match. 

 
FKO6 any team receiving goals due to their opponent being late MUST declare this on the post-
match report submission under OPPONENT LATE GOALS 

Postponement and No Show / Late 

 
Post 1) In the Futsal league no game can be postponed. 
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Post 2) If, however, a team informs ESPZEN that will not be able to produce 4 players for a league 
game and ESPZEN receives more than 24hrs notice, the team concerned will only be deducted 
ONE league point and not TWO league points (which is the case for a no show with less than 
24hrs but more than 45mins) 
 
By providing ESPZEN notice that your team can not make a certain fixture, this enables ESPZEN 
to inform the opposition who can then decide whether to use the pitch for a practice session (in 
which case they could bring 12 players to the pitch) or they may choose not to turn up at all, given 
they will receive a walkover. 
 
Post 3) if a team is unable to play a certain fixtures, they will forfeit the game 5-0. The team who 
is able to play can still use the pitch for their own training or mini game. A summary of the charges 
is detailed below:  
 

Postpone more than 
6 days 

Postpone 
more than 3 

days 

Postpone 
less than 3 
days but 

more than 24 
hours 

Postpone less than 24 
hours 

NO SHOW or less 
than 3 hours 

Teams will be charged the full match fee SGD88 + 
SGD88 and will forfeit the game 0-5 and will have one 
league point deduction. Opposition will receive a credit 

note for the game 

Teams will be charged 
the full match fee 
SGD88 + SGD88 and 
will forfeit the game 0-5 
and will have two 
league points 
deduction. Opposition 
will receive a credit 
note for the game 

Teams will be charged 
the full match fee 
SGD88 + SGD88 and 
will forfeit the game 0-5 
and will have two 
league points 
deduction. Opposition 
will receive a credit 
note for the game 

 
NSHO1. If one team does arrive late (after the 16 mins) both teams can decide to play a friendly 
game or both teams can choose to use half the court each for training. The game time will be 
adjusted in order that the game will finish by the specified time.  
 
NSHO2. Should a team, however, not turn up for a match and NOT inform ESPZEN in advance 
(more than 45 mins before Kick Off team) the team will be deducted 2 points. All teams like to be 
informed if there will be an opponent not show, following which they can decide to use the pitch 
or not, not being informed shows a lack of respect for the opposition. 
 
NHS03. Should a team inform ESPZEN with more than 45 mins notice but less than 24hrs the 
team will be deducted 2 points for not being able to field a team – however, the fact notice has 
been given is appreciated by all concerned. 
 
NHS04.  A NO SHOW must be reported to futsal@espzen.com by the RECEIVING team (no 
match report to be submitted). A 5-0 result will be applied, furthermore the team conceding the no 
show will be deducted 2 league points.  
 
NHS05. Note in no circumstances will a team receive a refund for no show by their opponents. 
This is because ESPZEN cannot cancel any court booking. The team can still use the Futsal court 
at their discretion and has the benefit of receiving a 5–0 walkover. 
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The above terms are to protect the integrity of the league and to ensure teams to turn up to games 
to be ready to start at the allotted tip off time – given we have a large number of back to back 
games this is extremely important. 

The Ball 

 
FTB1 the ball used will be a regulation futsal size 4 ball (low bounce), this will be provided by the 
host venue. Teams do not need to bring their own ball. 
 
FTB2 (7 aside) the ball used will be a regulation Size 5 ball, this will be provided by the host 
venue. Teams do not need to bring their own ball. 
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Personal Baggage and Equipment 

 
PBEQ1 ESPZEN accepts no responsibility for loss of baggage or personal effects at the futsal 
courts. All players are reminded to use lockers where provided by the futsal venue to store 
personal belongings or to pass the belongings to a friend or team supporter at the pitch side if 
available. 
 
PBEQ2 Under no circumstances may baggage or personal effects be placed inside the futsal 
court, foreign objects whether behind the goal net or at the side of the pitch can cause a ball to 
bounce out of the goal or can disrupt the flow 
of the game.  
 
Often in Futsal determining if a goal is scored 
can be difficult when the ball hits a post and 
bounces out of the goal or hits the side netting 
or cross bar. Foreign objects cause this 
complexity to increase. The referees have the 
right to ask team players to remove foreign 
objects from the field. If a team refuses to do 
so, the game will be classified as a 3-0 
walkover and a friendly game can take place 
(in which teams are allowed to bring their 
bags into the court) 
 
                                                                              The picture above shows an example of a personal bag inside the                                               

       futsal court (albeit behind the goal net) which is strictly prohibited 
for ESPZEN Futsal League matches. 

Over-Head Height Rule 

 
FOHH1 There is no overhead height restriction, however, all teams are reminded to read carefully 
the rules regarding Throw Ins where there is a restriction. 

Substitutions 

 
FutSub1. During the “course of a match” teams can substitute a total of nine players (this does 
not mean 9 players in one half and 9 players in the second half) i.e. perhaps 4 in the first half 5 in 
the second half or any combination thereof. 
 
FutSub2. Unlimited substitutions however can take place at half time. 
 
FutSub3. Substitutions will be on a “roll on, roll off” basis (i.e. a player that has been substituted 
may come back on to the court). Each team manager(s) should monitor their own substitutions.  
 
FutSub4. All substitutions however must be executed with the referee’s permission. 
 
FutSub5. A substitution can only be made once the ball is out of play (throw in, penalty, free kick 
or corner kick). The referee must be alerted and the new player cannot enter the court UNTIL the 
player leaving the court has stepped off the court and through the netting surrounding the court. If 
a player enters the court, without the permission of the referee, a yellow card will be immediately 
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administered for the avoidance of doubt if the substitute coming into the court enters the court 
BEFORE the substituted player this is a yellow card offense. 
 
FutSub6. Each team manager is reminded to ask the referee at the start of the game to ensure 
that substitutions are monitored and counted. 
 
FutSub7. If a player is injured (goalkeeper included) and a new player comes on to the pitch to 
replace the injured player – for the avoidance of doubt this is a substitution. 
 
FutSub8. If your team has made 9 substitutions and then a player is injured, your team can not 
replace the injured player.  

Entering the Court without Permission 

 
FCE1 Should an incident occur i.e. a disagreement between two players or an injury or otherwise 
and players from each team enter the court without permission, each player entering the court will 
receive a yellow card. If this is the 2nd yellow for a player he cannot take no further part in the 
game. 
 
FCE2 Entering the pitch without permission can ignite situations which can then become out of 
control, hence the need for the referees' permission. Should an incident occur on the pitch, the 
referee will manage the situation. 

Duration of the Game 

FD1 The duration of the game shall be divided into two (2) equal periods of 20 minutes. 
 

FD1.1 For 7 aside leagues, the game shall be divided into two (2) equal periods of 25 
minutes 

 
Subject to the following: 
 

(a) Allowance shall be made in either period for time lost through stoppages as decided by 
the referee 

 
(b) The duration of either half shall be extended to enable a penalty kick to be taken.  

 
FD2 At half time the interval shall not exceed eight (8) minutes  
 
 FD2.2 For 7 aside leagues, the halftime interval shall not exceed five (5) minutes 
 
FD3 No game should finish after the stipulated time. 

Start of Play 

FSOP1 At the beginning of a game the choice of ends shall be decided by the toss of a coin.  
 
FSOP2 Play shall be started by the referee dropping the ball on to the centre mark between 
players from each side, each of whom shall stand not less than 3ft from the centre mark. The ball 
must touch the ground before any player can touch the ball. 
 
FSOP3 the game shall be re-started in like manner for the commencement of the 2nd half. 
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Ball Out of Play (Throw In) 

 
Please note the rules are different for the Midweek League vs the Saturday League 

Midweek League 

 
MFBOP1 When the ball goes out of play (side netting/wall/line) a member of the opposing team 
shall roll the ball into play with an underarm motion using one hand.  
 
MFBOP2 A two handed throw in will be considered a foul throw. 
 
MFBOP3 From all throw-ins the ball’s trajectory must be lower than HIP HEIGHT as considered 
by the referee. This is to prevent players “looping” the ball in the air. 
 
MFBOP3 a “throw-in” an over-arm motion will be considered a foul throw, and the throw will be 
awarded to the opposition.  
 

7 Aside Outdoor League 

 
MFBOP4 When the ball goes out of play (side netting/wall/line) a member of the opposing team 
shall throw in the ball.  
  
MFBOP5 a “throw-in” an over-arm motion, 11 aside rule in throw in. 
 

Saturday League 

 
SFBOP1 When the ball hits the side wall the game will continue. 
 
SFBOP2 a player is allowed to place one hand on the wall at any point in time. If a player places 
two hands on the wall; this will be deemed as prohibited “shielding” and an indirect free kick will 
be awarded to the opposing team. 
 

Ball Out Of Play (Behind the goal line) 

 
RIC0 When a member of the defending team puts the ball out of play on that player’s own goal-
line, the opposing team shall be awarded a roll in corner. 
 
RIC1 For a roll in corner, the attacking team have to roll the ball back into the field of play known 
as a “corner roll in”, from the corner. The attacker rolling in the ball must have both feet on the 
corner line and roll the ball into the field of play with one hand in a under arm motion. 
 
RIC2 A two handed corner roll in will be considered a foul throw. The defending team must retreat 
at least 6’ft from the corner. 
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RIC3 From all corner roll in’s the ball’s trajectory must be lower than HIP HEIGHT as considered 
by the referee. This is to prevent players “looping” the ball in the air. Any infringement will result 
in the ball being handed to the defending team’s goalkeeper. 
 
RIC4 A “corner roll in” an over-arm motion will result in the ball being handed to the defending 
team’s goalkeeper. 
 
RIC5 When a member of the attacking team puts the ball out of play on the opponent’s goal-line 
the goalkeeper shall roll the ball out. 
 

7 Aside Outdoor League 

 
RIC6 When a member of the defending team puts the ball out of play on that player’s own goal-
line, the opposing team shall be awarded a corner kick. 
  
RIC7 For a corner kick, the attacking team have to kick the ball back into the field of play known 
as a “corner kick”, from the corner.  
   
RIC8 When a member of the attacking team puts the ball out of play on the opponent’s goal-line 
the goalkeeper shall goal kick. 
 

Scoring 

 
FS1 a goal is scored when the whole of the ball crosses the goal-line between the goal posts and 
under the crossbar, provided it has not been thrown, carried or propelled by hand or arm by a 
player of the attacking side, except in the case of a goalkeeper who is within his own penalty area.  
 
FS2 For the avoidance of doubt, goals can be scored from inside and outside the penalty area. 
 
FS3 Once a goal is scored the team conceding the goal will kick off from the centre spot. The ball 
must travel backwards from the Kick Off. This is to prevent teams trying to shoot directly from the 
centre spot after conceding a goal. The Kick off cannot take place until the referee blows the 
whistle and all members of the scoring team are inside their own half. 

Offside 

 
FO1 There is no offside. 

Red Cards 

 
FRC1 Players awarded a red card will be sent off during the game and disallowed to play for the 
remainder of the game. 
 
FRC2 Players awarded two yellow cards in the same game will be sent off and disallowed to play 
for the remainder of the game. 
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FRC3 a substitute is allowed for a player dismissed for misconduct during the game in which the 
offence occurred only after 3 mins of the re-start. The new player can only enter the court upon 
the command of the referee and only when the ball is out of play. 
 
FRC4 All red cards (either two yellows or one red) must be declared on the post-game match 
report. Please note our strict rules on failing to declare a red card. 
 
FRC5 A player receiving a red card (either two yellows or one red) will be automatically suspended 
for the next game. Please note our strict rules on playing a suspended player. 

Slide Tackles 

 
ST1) to prevent injury and potential conflict in the futsal arena and to promote fast flowing attacking 
futsal, slide tackles are prohibited. Punishment for infringement will be an indirect free kick, it shall 
be taken by a player of the opposing team from the point the slide tackle was executed. The 
referee will determine is a tackle is considered as "sliding", given the potential subjectivity all teams 
are reminded to play to the whistle. 
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Free Kicks 

 
FFK1 All free kicks are indirect regardless of the incident (except penalties of course) 
 
FFK2 When a player is taking a free kick all of the opposing players shall be at least 6’ft from the 
ball until it is in play. All free kicks given against the defending side for infringements committed in 
or near the penalty area shall be taken from a distance not less than 6’ft outside the penalty area 
at the nearest point to where the offence occurred. 

Goal Keeper Returning the Ball into Play 

 
FGK1 After holding the ball the goalkeeper must immediately return the ball into play within 6 
seconds and with an under-arm bowling action. When released by the goal keeper the ball’s 
trajectory must be lower than HIP HEIGHT as considered by the referee. This is to prevent goal 
keepers “looping” the ball in the air. 
 
FGK2 Punishment for Infringement (i.e. if the Goalkeeper throws the ball with an OVER ARM 
action or if the goalkeeper drop kicks the ball without it bouncing. will be an indirect free kick shall 
be taken by a player of the opposing team from a point 6’ft outside the penalty area nearest to 
where the infringement occurred. 
 
FGK2 For the avoidance of doubt the goalkeeper may roll the ball to himself but he then cannot 
pick up the ball until an opposing player touches the ball) 
 

7 Aside Outdoor League 

 
FGK1 After holding the ball the goalkeeper must immediately return the ball into play within 6 
seconds and with an under-arm bowling action. When releasing the ball it can be throw in or roll 
in but NO PUNTING. 
  
FGK2 Punishment for Infringement (i.e. Punting). will be an indirect free kick shall be taken by a 
player of the opposing team from a point 6’ft outside the penalty area nearest to where the 
infringement occurred. 
  
FGK3 For the avoidance of doubt the goalkeeper may roll the ball to himself but he then cannot 
pick up the ball until an opposing player touches the ball) 
 

Back Passes 

 
FBP1 Back passes to the goalkeeper are allowed, but the goalkeeper cannot pick up the ball. An 
indirect free kick shall be taken by a player of the opposing team from a point 6’ft outside the 
penalty area nearest to where the infringement occurred. 

Entering and Leaving Penalty Area 

 
FELP1 For the avoidance of doubt the Goalkeeper is NOT allowed to leave the penalty area. 
Punishment for infringement will be an indirect free kick shall be taken by a player of the opposing 
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team from a point 6’ft outside the penalty area nearest to where the infringement occurred. If the 
goalkeeper leaves the penalty to breakdown an attacking opportunity a YELLOW card may be 
issued at the discretion of the referee. 
 
FELP2 For the avoidance of doubt players of both teams may however enter the penalty area. 
 

7 Aside Outdoor League 

 
FELP3 For the avoidance of doubt the Goalkeeper is allowed to leave the penalty area. 
  
FELP4 For the avoidance of doubt players of both teams may however enter the penalty area. 
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Final Score Cross Check 

 
FGP0 At the final whistle both team captains should check with the referee the final score, given 
futsal game results can often be double digits this is an important checkpoint to ensure there are 
zero disputes post-game. 
 
FGP1 After the game each team must submit the match score via the ESPZEN website please 
refer to ESPZEN Match Reports on page 46 for full details. Failure to submit the match report 
within a certain time frame can lead to league point deductions. 
 

Advance Black Out Dates 

 
FPOST1 In order to offer Futsal Leagues at a low cost, ESPZEN cannot afford to spend resources 
postponing and rearranging fixtures. Given a team only needs a minimum of 5 players per game 
all teams should be able to meet this requirement on match day. 
 
FPOST2 If a team knows, when joining the league, that a certain date that is expected to be in 
our fixture calendar they will not be available to play (i.e. Wedding, Overseas Tournament, 
Company Offsite, etc.) a team may inform ESPZEN before the fixtures are produced they are 
unavailable on a certain weekend. No more than 2 blackout dates can be provided. 
 
FPOST3 Once the fixtures have been produced, ESPZEN will not entertain requests to postpone 
a game 

Referee No Show 

 
FRNS1 Given that every game only has one referee, should a referee be delayed or suddenly 
become unavailable this causes a major disruption to the game. Should the referee NOT be at the 
field 5 minutes before the stipulated time, team managers must call the ESPZEN Hotline number 
straight away. Early notice to ESPZEN allows us to rectify the issue. Referees are only human 
and can be late for a variety of reasons (traffic, sickness, work related, family issues, etc.). 
 
FRNS2 If it appears the Referee will not arrive at the game within 20 mins of the scheduled Kick 
Off – ESPZEN will declare the game as ABANDONED. If the referee does arrive within 20mins of 
Kick Off the game can still take place (with a ZERO break between the 2 halves) 
 
FRN3 For all ABANDONED games the teams can continue to use the court and either execute 
training using half of the pitch or to play a friendly match with their opponent. For all ABANDONED 
games ESPZEN will reschedule a new game for the two teams, however, each team will still be 
charged SGD45 for the ABANDONED game representing the use of the court facilities. 
 
FRNS4. ESPZEN does not expect any referee no show, however statistics show that this does 
happen about once every 850 game. As such the rules above are in place to cover this situation. 
 
FRNS5. If a referee is late and there is another situation (i.e. incorrect team kit colour or lack of 
players, or team at wrong pitch but on the way to the new pitch, or a team being late for example) 
the game cannot be classified as a walkover unless the referee is present. When the referee 
arrives and there is an incident the relevant rules can apply.  
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Game Abandoned After Kick Off 

 
FGA1 if a team is not able to field four players after red cards have been issued the game will be 
abandoned. The team receiving the red cards will forfeit the game regardless of whether the game 
is 1 minute old or 39 mins old. Abandonment will result in a 5-0 walkover, unless the team receiving 
the walkover had a goal difference of 3 or more in which the original result will stand. 
 
FRGA2. If the game is stopped (by both Team managers or the referee), due to but not limited to, 
power failure or any other reason including player fighting, referee being threatened, etc. 
(excluding FRGA1), and the second half has kicked off the result will stand as at the time of the 
abandonment and teams should continue to complete the printed match report and hand to the 
VENUE official. However, the whole game will be replayed at a later date, if the second half did 
not begin unless the ESPZEN League Committee determines otherwise, or both Team managers 
determine otherwise.  
 
FRGA3. Regular match fees will still apply for early match abandonment regardless of the incident 
unless the incident relates to the venue. 
 
FRGA4 If the game is abandoned due to an unsporting incident both team managers must write 
an email to ESPZEN with details of the incident. 
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Futsal Team Drop Out or Expulsion 

 
FTD1 Should a Futsal team pull out of the league for any reason (once they have confirmed 
participation in writing) / or should a team be requested to leave the league (due to disciplinary / 
financial reasons or other) the following process will apply: 
 
If the team concerned has played each team once already 
 
The results of the first round matches will apply however all second round matches played will be 
classified as Friendly Games, and the results will be removed from the league. 
 
If the team concerned has NOT played each team once already 
 
All matches will be classed as friendly games, and the results will be removed from the league. 
 
Remaining teams will NOT be reimbursed for existing games played against the team leaving the 
league (even if the game was nullified), whilst for future games not played against the team pulling 
out, the remaining team will be allocated the pitch for training. No refund will be given.  
 
FTD2 Note, however, all disciplinary league point deductions will still apply and will not be 
reinstated should a team leave the league and the game be re-classified as postponed regardless 
of whether the point deduction was for aggressive behaviour or a late postponement request. 
 
FTD3 Should a team leave the league all forward payments made by that team will not be returned. 
These forward payments will reflect the admin charge incurred by ESPZEN for cancellation of all 
future matches that the team should have played. 
 
FTD4 There will be no refund of league fees paid to ESPZEN for registration should a team drop 
out before the league commences, however, teams may choose to play friendly games within 2 
months of the funds being transferred. 
 
TD4a Should a 5 a side team pull out due to its own reasons, or if the team is removed for financial 
irregularities, during the season ESPZEN the team will be charged SGD70 for all remaining games 
with a minimum cost of SGD250. This cost will be used to re-organise the league fixtures, website, 
adjusting invoices of remaining teams, compensate for pitches paid in advance and not being 
used as a result of this drop out regardless whether  0,1 or 13 games have been played. 
 
TD4b Should a 7 a side team pull out due to its own reasons, or if the team is removed for financial 
irregularities, during the season ESPZEN will execute the terms of the pre-season contract signed 
and the team will be charged SGD85 for all remaining games with a minimum cost of SGD300. 
This cost will be used to re-organise the league fixtures, website, adjusting invoices of remaining 
teams, compensate for pitches paid in advance and not being used as a result of this drop out 
regardless whether  0,1 or 13 games have been played. 
 
TD5 A pull out request from a team is only officialised once an email has been sent to 
admin@espzen.com detailing the pull out request. Note under no circumstance will a phone call 
or SMS be considered an acceptable form of notification. The pull out date will be the date the 
email was received. 
 
TD6 a team will also be subject to WALKOVER charges should less than 5 business days (Monday 
noon) notice be given before their next game. 
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League Overview 

 
FLO1. ESPZEN Midweek Futsal Leagues will be structured (in general) as detailed below: 
  

Game Days As Per Website 

Number of Teams 8 

Number of games per team 14 

Winner Trophy Yes 

Winner Medals* 12 medals 

Runner Up Trophy*** Yes 

Runner Medals* 12 medals 

Season Fees (before GST)** SGD 1,232.00 

Equates to a Cost Per Game (before 
GST) 

SGD 88.00 

Registration / Administration fees ZERO 

 

 

FLO2. ESPZEN Saturday Futsal Leagues will be structured (in general) as detailed below: 
  

Game Days Saturdays 

Number of Teams 8 

Number of games per team 14 

Winner Trophy Yes 

Winner Medals* 12 medals 

Runner Up Trophy Yes 

Runner Medals* 12 medals 

Season Fees (before GST)** SGD 1,050 

Equates to a Cost Per Game (before 
GST) 

SGD 75 

Registration / Administration fees ZERO 

 
** Additional medals are available upon request (at cost) should a team have a larger squad than 12 players  
** 8 teams / 14 games is the target league set up, if however less or more teams register, additional divisions may or may not be 
created. If more than 14 games are to be arranged, an additional invoice will be sent to the teams concerned, if less than 14 
games are arranged then each team will receive a credit note.  
*** Runners up trophy and medals will only be provided if the league division contains more than 5 teams. 

 

ESPZEN, however, reserves the right to adjust the format of all leagues, and the above is for 
illustration. 
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Change of PRIME CONTACT Details / Removal of liability 

 
MC1) The details of the prime Contact(s) cannot be changed via the website. All changes to the 
particulars of the prime contacts i.e. ADDRESS or HP Details must be sent to admin@espzen.com 
and ESPZEN administrators will adjust for you, address will only be changed however if 
accompanied by evidence of the new address (telephone bill, photocopy of NRIC, etc.) 
 
MC2) should you wish to actually change the prime contacts, then this can only be achieved by 
completing the Change of Manager form. This form can be requested from the ESPZEN League 
administrator. The form must be signed by the new prime contacts and submitted together with a 
copy of the new prime contacts’ NRIC or passport. The form explains to the new prime contacts 
all the responsibilities with regards to the league, and in particular ensures the new prime contacts 
are aware of their financial obligations. 
 
MC3) The prime contacts are 100% responsible for all leagues fees incurred by the team for past 
and future games until this form is officially signed by the new prime contacts. 
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Exclusion of Liability  

 
LB1. All teams and their players will release ESPZEN and its agents, sponsors and employees 
from any and all responsibility and liability for, any injury, loss, death or other damage incurred to 
the team or their players, their family, heirs, assigns and/or property, howsoever caused, as a 
result of the team’s and their players participation in any of the football league activities and/or 
use of equipment and/or facilities in connection with the football league activities. 
 
LB2. All team managers are fully aware and agree that no medical staff or trained staff will be 
provided at any of the venues for any fixture organised by ESPZEN Pte Ltd. 
 
LB3. All team managers are fully aware that the referees and ESPZEN staff have no medical 
training and will not be able to directly assist in the case of a medical emergency. As such, by 
participating in a game under ESPZEN each player is doing so at his own risk. 
 

LB4. All team managers are fully aware that ESPZEN provides no insurance coverage whatsoever 
for any players. Should a team wish to have insurance coverage they are advised to seek the 
relevant plan from an insurance broker to cover their players in case of serious injury. 
 
LB5. All team managers agree that they are responsible to ensure all their players are aware of 
the above rules and regulations regarding liability and medical. 
 
LB6.All teams are recommended to bring their own first aid kit to every game. 
 
LB7. All team managers are strongly encouraged to source for their own insurance for their club 
to cover their players in case of serious injury. 
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Health 

 
As team manager you are have an obligation to your players to inform them of the below: 

Player Health 

 
All players should ensure they are FIT FOR SPORTS, the following URL provides a useful guide 
for players to perform a self-assessment of their fitness: 
 
http://www.espzen.com/pdf/Sports_SAFE_U_Guide.pdf 
 

  
 
In addition the team manager should ensure all team players are familiar with the Physical 
Activities Readiness Questionnaire which can be found at the link below  
 
http://www.espzen.com/pdf/PAR_Q.pdf 

Club Safety 

 
As team managers, we recommend your read and pay attention to the following document which 
can be found at the following URL: 
 
https://www.myactivesg.com/read/2016/11/sports-safety 
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First Aid 

 

First Aid Can Save Your Life 
 
ESPZEN recommends all teams have one or two members who are trained in first aid, a list of 
course providers is detailed below for your ease of reference. 
 

 

First Aid 
Provider 

Courses Offered Contact Details 

St John 
Ambulance 
Singapore  

 
Adult First Aid  

Occupational First Aid  
 

Add: 420 Beach Rd, S199582  
Tel: 62980300  

Singapore Red 
Cross Society  

 
Standard First Aid  

 

Add: 15 Penang Lane  
Tel: 66640500  

DID: 63348163  

Academic 
Centre & Clinic 

Pte Ltd  

 
Occupational First Aid  

 

Add: The Meissa, #06-08/09, 100D Pasir Panjang 
Rd, Singapore 118530 

Tel: 67474101/ 67474102/ 97894290  
Email: cheeleng@academiclinic.com  

Emergencies 
First Aid & 

Rescue Pte 
Ltd  

 
Standard First Aid  

 

Add: No. 1 Kay Siang Road #12-01 Singapore 
248922 

Tel: 97308138/ 6560 6060  
Email: d.ching@pacific.net.sg  

www.emergencies.com.sg  

EMS Life 
Savers 

Training 
Centre  

 
Standard First Aid  

Basic First Aid  
 

Add: 58 Mimosa Walk, Singapore 807905 
Tel: 64844110/ 90473745  

Email: info@emslifesavers.net 
www.emslifesavers.net  

ER Ambulance 
& Services Pte 

Ltd  

 
Standard First Aid with 

CPR  
 

Add: Blk 1093 Lower Delta Rd #05-01/02 JTC 
flatted factory  

Tel: 62222995  

Life Saving 
Training 

Centre  

 
Standard First Aid  

 

Add: Blk 102 Yishun Ave 5, #02-113  
Tel: 67585504  

MHI Training 
Master  

 
Standard First Aid  

 

Add: PKMS Building,, 218 Changi Rd, Singapore 
419737 

Tel: 6440 8422/ 92310651  

Pratique 
Training 

Consultancy  

 
Standard First Aid  

 

Add: 2D Hong San Walk #13-03  
Tel: 97708005  

www.pratique.com.sg  

Singapore 
First Aid 
Training 

Centre  

 
Standard First Aid  

Occupational First Aid  
 

Add: 29 Bukit Pasoh Road #03-01, 089843  
Tel: 62978123  

Email: sfatc@firstaidtraining.com.sg  
www.firstaidtraining.com.sg  
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Emergency at the Pitch 

 
In case of emergency at the pitch, and an ambulance is required, here are some telephone 
numbers for you to pre-store into your mobile phones 
 
 

Location Ambulance Company Contact No. Address 

Central Civic Ambulance Services Pte Ltd 63333000 106 Braddell Road, S(359912) 

Central Medic Network LLP 62585525; 
63864434; 
62554434 

• 47 Jalan Pemimpin #04-02B, 
Halcyon 2, Singapore 577200 

Central ER Ambulance and Service Pte. Ltd 62222995 BLK 1093 Lower Delta Road 
S(169204) 

Central St. John Ambulance Singapore 90628043 420, Beach Road, Singapore 
199582 

East Econ Nursing Home Services (1987) Pte 
Ltd 

64458838 452 Upper East Coast Road, 
S(466500) 

East Green Crescent Pte Ltd 67888911 451 Joo Chiat Rd #04-06 

Singapore 427664 

East Ambulance Medical Service 62818111 / 
90254765 

605A, MacPherson Road, #01-
10, Citimac, Singapore 368239 

East Hope Ambulance Service Pte Ltd 61001911 2 Loyang Lane 03-01, 
Singapore 508913 

East Emergencies First Aid & Rescue Pte Ltd 65606060 No. 1 Kay Siang Road #12-01 
S248922 

East Comfort Ambulance & Services 64457300 231 Simei Street 4, #02-122, 
S(520231) 

South Lentor Ambulance Pte Ltd 61001777 51 Lentor Avenue Singapore 
(786876) 

South Blesswell Ambulance & Medical Assistance 
Pte Ltd 

62730147 Brickworks Estate #03-4458, 11 
Jalan Bukit Merah (S)150011 

South Heng-Gref Worldwide Emergency Medical 
Assistance Pte Ltd 

62726018 20 Maxwell Rd, Singapore 
069113 
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ESPZEN Match Day Contact Details 

 
As a minimum the following numbers should be stored in your hand-phone 
 
ESPZEN HOTLINE      + 65 8233 2820 
Karen (ESPZEN Operations Executive)        + 65 8752 2004 
Mel (ESPZEN Operations Executive)        + 65 9338 9180 
Lhet (ESPZEN Operations Manager)        + 65 9854 6870 
Lee Taylor                                                   + 65 9681 2011 
Matt Boylan                                                 + 65 9670 6995 
 
Of course, please try the first number and continue to try the other numbers until you reach one 
of the members of staff. Generally speaking the ESPZEN HOTLINE WILL BE ALWAYS 
ANSWERED so the other numbers are for contingency (i.e. in case main ESPZEN phone is lost / 
stolen, no battery) 
 

ESPZEN Pte Ltd  

#03-00 Boon Sing Building, 41 Middle Road, Singapore 188950 
 

Ph: (65) 6325-9387/88  
Fax: (65) 6223-1814  
Mob: (65) 8233-2820 
Email: admin@espzen.com 
 
New Teams wishing to join ESPZEN league  
Email: ops@espzen.com / 11aside@espzen.com  
 
Fixtures & Administration of the 11-a-side leagues  
Email: 11aside@espzen.com  
 
Fixtures & Administration of the Futsal leagues  
Email: futsal@espzen.com 
 
Problems concerning the website  
Email: webadmin@espzen.com  
 
Sales, Advertising or Tournament Enquiries  
Email: ops@espzen.com  
 
Payment of League Fees  
Email: finance@espzen.com 
  
Issue Escalation  
Email: ops@espzen.com 
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